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Dog Park
to hold
weekend
festivities

Richmond College dedicated

Ity11011WIONS MAME
Staff Writer
The public is invited to attend
the grand opening of the new
dog park in Central Park from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday.
The park was built by Lost
But Loved, an organization that
rescues dogs and cats right
before they are scheduled to be
euthanized. Linda Cherry, one
of the founders, said there'
would be a ribbon-cutting at
10:30 a.m. Saturday. The land is
surrounded by a six-foot tall
fence and features a safety
entrance with two gates so that
dogs can't escape while a person enters.There is a gazebo for
people to sit under, water fountains and large boulders on
which people can sit or dogs
can play. The dog past also is
currently being landeespod.
Cherry said a 'Bay Scout is
planning to install a small agility course as pert of his project
to get his Eagle Scout rank. She
said it would eventually fame
poles for dogs to weave
between, hula hoops to jump
through and vertical poles to
jump over. She said may dogs
probably wouldn't be interested
at all, but others Would love it.
Cherry said dte) five people

Open house held at new
Murray State
dormitory
HAMM MAINE
•
Mal Writer
urray State University
officials, alumni and
community members
gathered prior to Thursday's
home football game to mark the
opening of the new lames H.
Richmond College.
MSU President Dr. Dunn said
the opening of any new residential building was "a signature
event in the life of a university."
The new Richmond College is
the second new residentialbuilding to open on campus
since 1970. The new Lee Clark
College, also located on:
Waldrop Drive, was the first and:
opened in August 2007.
Dunn recognized Dr. lobli
Yates, professor emeritus fotibc:
Center
for
Continujag:
lidetatios, whom Dunn 'said
into the originag
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At right boa flibensOri, vice president for
shale** alb*.(tacht), talks with MEW Bcard
of Regents Chairman Alan Stout and Dr.
Ann Londlni, associate professor and head
of lounislisin major, dining a tour of the new
Richmond College Thursday.
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Winters named to biofuels
lba Assedathd PIUS
Friday...Mostly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of ahiPANINI
and thunderstorms. Highs In the
lower Ms. East winds 5 mph.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 60s.
Northeast winds 5 mph in the
evening becoming calm after
midnight.
Saturday.. Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 80a. East winds 5 mash.
night...Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with *20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 60s. East
winds 5 mph.
Sunday...Mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 60s. East winds 5 to 10
mph.
Sunday night....Mostly cloudy
chance of
with a 30 per.
showers and Miderstorms.
Lows in the lower OM.
Monday.. Mostly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 80s.
Monday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows In the mid 60s.

fly MO SEIM
NW Writer
First District Sen. Ken Winters of
Murray has been appointed to a position on Gov. Steve -Beshear's
Executive Task Force on Biomass and
Biofuels Development in Kentucky.
Beshear announced Thursday that
he had issued an executive order
forming the 21-member group that

will be charged with facilitating
development of a sustainable biomass
the
and biofuels industry
Corninonwealth
"I am asking this group lib tile a
hands-on approach in working
towards finding viable energy
resources that will not only address
the future energy needs of Kentucky,
but will develop an industry that can

revitalize rural and local economies,
create jobs,and develop prosperity for
the state as it seeks to reduce its carbon dioxide missions," Beshear said.
Winters said the Commonwealth
must be positioned on the cutting edge
in the development of alternative
fuels.

III See Page 2A

Lt. Gov. Mongiardo tours,
MCCH expansion projett
*/lea WINN
Mit Ihtlair

TOM BERRYA..edger & Times
Lt. Gov. Daniel Monglardo, center, is joined by Murray Calloway County Hospital CEO Keith
Bailey and others as he tours the hospital's expansion project Thursday afternoon. Mongiardo,
who is running for the U.S. Senate, says changes to the health care system to improve quality and cut costs is imperative.
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Richmond. Dunn also recogaimed former Itlelpoond heads
Macey Rance, Rose BogalAllbritten and Oliver Muscio.
Doan said it was crucial that
the university continue to
rePlace it. aging buiblinp, not
may because stutjente deserve
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recruit and retain students. lit
said dr for women who are
meet* as freshmen, the quality deeshower facilities is one
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college. He said that ha and his
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Increasing quality while
decreasing the skyrocketing cost
of health care is one of the most
facing
crises
important
America's economy today and a
reform of the.current system is
imperative. That was the message It. Gov.
Daniel Mongianio focused on
while taking a tour of Murray
Calloway County Hospital's
new expansion project Thursday
afternoon. Mongiardo, who is
also a physician and funning for
the U.S. Senate seat now held by
Republican Sen. Jun Bunning,
said the nation's heel*sme system is sick end get** sicker
and is in need at positive
reform.

It'. the number one issue on
everybodys mind today as we
have arriet4i•d ra grateful that
the Preaident (Batack Obarna)
has brought it up as a top Wise,"
Mongiardo said. "My concern
is that there is a push to change
health care without a ggod
understanding of where• that
Mugge needs to go."
Mongiardo was accompanied
by MCCH CEO Keith Bailey,
MCCH Twee Hal Kemp,Effie
Kemp sthibmiestruction supervisors and essisteats. He said
changes in *the Meant system
are imperative to keep the skyrocketing cost of health care
from bankrupting state and federal budgets.
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Murray Police Department
- A report for possible fraud was taken at 9:54 a.m. Friday at
BI38T.
- A theft report was taken at 11 a.m. at Five Star at the Five
Points because of a gas drive-off from the night before.
- A theft report was taken at 3:28 p.m. at Food Giant for stolen
checks.
- A shoplifter report was taken at 4:35 p.m. at Wal-Mart at 809
North 12th St. Two individuals were charged with theft by
unlawful taking.
- A hit-and-run accident was repotted at 5:09 p.m. at Gatti's
Pizza.
- A fraud report was taken at Rent-A-Center at 824 p.m.
- A theft report was taken at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
Library.
- A theft report was taken at 1:58 a.m. Saturday at 135
Campus Suites after a caller left her cell phone on the ground
arid it was gone when she came back to get it.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 10:54 cm. at 1708
Perrin Dr. after someone reported graffltti wean on the road.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 321 p.m. at 1708
Holiday Dr.
- A theft report was taken at 6:23 p.m. at the station.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 829 a.m. at 83
Welch Dr. after a brick was thrown through a oar window.
A theft report was taken at 11:52 a.m. Sunday at 83 Harvard
Dr. after someone reported an I-Pod from an apartment.
- A shoplifter was repotted at 227 p.m. at 1Nat-Mart at 809
-North 12th St. Two individuals were charged with theft by
• unlawful taking under $500.
A'criminal mischief report was taken at 7:26 p.m. on South
Nihth St. after someone reported that lunveniles were cNmbing a light polo.
- A theft report was taken at 1:39 p.m. at the station.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 6:05 p.m. Tuesday at
Hampton Inn.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 10:54 p.m. at 107
North 12th St. after subjects were repotted throwing things at
vehicles.
Murray State University Public Safety
:.48:11 p.m. Saturday, three individuals were retported stuck
esti an elevator on the first floor of Now Richmond College
after the door wouldn't open. The subtects were out by the
time of the officer's arrival. The Central Plant was notMed.

Ky. schools chief recommends alternative
for students listening to Obama address
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The head of
Kentucky's public schools says if President
Bata& Obama's address to the nation's
schoolchildren is shown next week, schools
should have alternative activities available.
Terry Holliday told Kentucky school
superintendents Thursday that if they decide

to show Obauna's address on the importance
of education, the alternative activities
should be provided for children whose parents request that they don't watch.
Obama's address is scheduled for Tuesday
and has spawned controversy by some who
are questioning the president's agenda.
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NEW 'YORK (AP) — The
Mama adadaistretion has
rehired the Sept. 11 health 4vis
let go by *nate& adeeinieteathe.
The Depssement of hike*
and Hum*Services remnanted Joke 111011101 ow Thausisy
as the casslefajtfil heal*
coselinenr. limed will also
direct the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and
Health.
Howard was the federal
government's point person on
post-Sept. 11 health issues from
2006 until July 2008, when his
position was not renewed.
Howard's advocacy for
monitoring plans for thousands
of ground zero workers who
say they were made by sick by
trade center dust sometimes put
him at odds with the Bush
administration.
Several
York
New
Democrats asked Mama this
year to reappoint Howard.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —

through until late Wednesday, take proper precautions such as
officials said.
covering their mouths when
"This case reminds us of the sneezing or coughing and washseriousness of the situation," ing hands frequently.
Beshear said. "While there's no
Hacker also urged residents to
reason to panic in Kentucky get flu vaccinations. A swine flu
today, there Is definite reason to vaccine is expected to be availbe concerned and, as important- able in October, Hacker said.
ly, to be prepared."
Officials said people should
Officials offered few specific receive vaccinations for both
details about the woman's case, reguliir seasonal flu and the
citing privacy concerns.
pending swine flu shot.
Kentucky's public health
The news on Thursday came
COMUIMBSiOnet Dr. William
as health officials gathered for a
Hacker said there were currently statewide flu summit held at the
no other deaths in the state sus- Frankfort Convention Center.
pected to be related to Mille flu. Bathe& addressed the summit
still. Hacker utged people to to discuss Kentucky's readiness

Gov. Steve Beshear assured
Kentuckians that officials are
ready to handle a possible swine
flu outbreak despite an
announcement Thursday that the
state had reported its first death
from the virus.
State health officials reported
earlier in the day a Fayette
County woman in her 50s was
the state's first swine flu death.
The tutidentified woman who
had "significant underlying
health conditions" died Sunday,
but a positive confirmation she
also had swine flu did not come

From Front
"If we don't, the system is
going to collapse within 10
years," be said."the Medicare
hospital trust hod**pays hospitals will be.bunkrupt in 2017.
Some people say 2016."
Mongiardo said there are only
three optima related to changing the current system.
"If we do nothing, health cue
will collapse in less than 10
yecrs. If we do something, but
it's the wrong thing, health care
will collapse and maybe sooner
Min that," he said. "What we
WPM to do, and it is imperative,
is dit we figure out what is the
right thing to do and we need to
do it as quickly as possible."
He. criticized the current
debate in Washington as centered too much on partisan politics and not enough on solutions.
"Politics will not change
ilea* care for the better. It can
smile it Worse," he said.
"Wad's going to change health
dip\ is science. The way we
cleave bow we treat diabetes is
through research. That is where
universities like Murray State
comes in or Northern Kentucky
University or the University of
Kentucky or the University of
Louisville. We want to create an

health care is the nation's largest
tadustry with,.20 percent of all
workers in jobs related to health
care.
"So that unoertaisty that
clue.*:Or largest industry that irtglots everyone, not just
somebody dorm the street, but
eirayout - it what is ceasing
all this bar debt now." be said.
The cost otbesith Care Must
be brought seder camel, be
said. Health related captains
are now 17 pelican of the federal budget and is expected to be
around 20 percent in five years
and is the leading concern of
most private business. About
one in five American workers
have chosen lucrative careers in
medicine.
To address the issue of cost,
Mongiardo said more emphasis
must be placed on preventiVe
medicine.
"We have got to go from a disease care system to a well-care
system," he said. "We have got
to stop treating disease and start
preventing disease. We change
the oil in our car every 3,000 to
6,000 miles. In health care that
is the equivalent of not changing
the oil until the engine breaks
down and it costs a lot more to
overhaul an engine than it does
to change oil."
Mongiardo said new facilities

improved health care model such as the MCCH construction
where we improve quality. helps provide jobs and essential
Number one... we want to save services locally and that can
lives because that is what health help keep costs down and benecare is all about and number two fit the community.
is to reduce the cost and use our
"When you have better quality
universities to research to prove health care - and facilities
that we are doing that."
include better quality health
Current efforts in Congress do care - you do two things," he
not give anyone any assurance said."You are able to keep famof finding a solution to the ilies at home. You are able to
health system crisis because no keep jobs at home and it's better
one know what is in them or if for the communities. It's win,
they will work or what they will win, win for everyone. Usually
Mongiardo pointed out that

FEATURE HOME

local costs for health care is
much cheaper than going somewhere else. If you had to go to
one of the major universities it
would cost a lot more."

492 Mallory Cemetery Road
$289,900

Ladaw
I.
David Dowdy,public relations
coordinator for the Calloway
County Sdsools, said Thursday
that an inquiry had been made
about dm enema ofthe RINI
influareala the county schools.
-The inftwitiatiOn we've
received in that *Type A'
influems tees have been positive for a couple of our students," he said. Apparently,
because the symptoms, severity
and treatment of the HIN1
influenza and the "seasonal flu"
are similar, it no longer makes it
cost effective to perform the
H1N1 confirming test, be noted.
"Our attendance district-wide
was over 96 percent Wednesday,
so we don't feel we have a large
problem at this time. We are following the guidance of the CDC
and our local health department
in our efforts to prevent the
spread of the flu and these are
things we do all the time, and
not only during a flu pandemic,"
he added.
Dowdy said the district urges
everyone to follow these suggestions at home, at church or
wherever people might gather.
• Educate and encourage
students and staff to cover their
mouth and nose with a tissue
when they cough or sneeze.

From Front
"Basically it's looking at what
options are available . We know
there is a lot of work being done
with corn in the usage and production of ethanol, but there are
a lot of other options out there
and that is what we will be pursuing and looking at what kind
of recoinmendations we would
make for Kentucky's future."
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SPECTACULAR LAKE AREA HOME
ON 20 ACRES

753-4703

Gorgeous 3 Br., 3 1/2 Ba. custom home on a private 20 are lot
with specticular views of Kentucky Lake. Impressive great room
with stone fireplace and 18' ceiling, hardwood floors, custom
kitchen cabinets, granite countertops, 3 garages plus a shop area
Won't last at $289,900.
115 South
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www.crye-leike.com

Also, provide them with easy
access to tissues and running
water and soap or alcohol-based
hand cleaners. Remind them to
cover coughs or sneezes using
their elbow instead of their hand
when a tissue is not available.
• Remind teachers, staff and
students to practice good hand
hygiene and provide the time
and supplies for them to wash
their hands as often as necessary.
• Send sick students, teachers and staff home and advif.e
them and their families that sick
people should stay at home until
at least 24-hours after they no
longer have a fever or signs of a
fever (without the use of feverreducing medicine).
• Clean surfaces and items
that are more likely to have frequent hand contact such as
desks, door knobs, keyboards or
pens with cleaning agents that
are usually used in these areas.
(We are told that the virus can
only live outside the human
body for two-to-eight hours. from www.flu.gov)
We believe that any threat to a
person's health should be taken
seriously and we are doing our
best to follow or exceed the recommended precautions
schools," Dowdy added.

for

III Winters..
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in case the swine flu epidemic
worsens.
Beshear has said the summit
will pull together people from
various sectors — including
business, education, religion and
government — to discuss
Kentucky's ability to respond to
the flu threat.
He said Thursday that state
health officials have been planning for a statewide flu epidemic for years and have stockpiled
doses of antivirrl medication if
needed.
"Let me assure you, Kentucky
is well-positioned to respond,"
Beshear told the audience.

County schools monitoring
existence of H1N1 influenza

OPEN HOUSE MT.SEPT.5 12-4 p.m.

Beltone Heating
Aids

10 -60

Calloway County schools in regard to students' viewing of the president's address had
not been formulated as of Thursday.

State confirms first swine flu death

•Mongiardo
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Angry parents across the nation say they
don't want their children to tune in.
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Winters said biomass is the
area where federal regulations
would allow the most flexibility.
"So we probably ought to posture ourselves to become a player in that part of the effort," he
said.
In November 2008, Beshear
unveiled Kentucky's strategic
energy plan, "Intelligent Energy
Choices for Kentucky's Future."
It establishes specific goals for
the development of a biomass
and biofuels industry in the
Commonwealth.
"To that end, this task force
will be the facilitator for developing this industry, using both
forestry products and energy
crops, which will provide significant economic stimulus
within rural communities
statewide," said Energy and
Environment Cabinet Secretary
Len Peters.
The order outlines minimum
accomplishments that. the task
force is to report to Beshear no
later than Nov. 30. The task
force held its first meeting in
Frankfort Wednesday to define
challenges, validate production
capabilities and potential biomass demand, and initiate
analysis on logistics, biotechnology and economic impact.
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Ag. secretary finds more pork in budget

Kentucky

News in Brief

DENVER (AP)
U.S.
Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack has found more room in
his budget for pork — the fourlegged kind.
Vilsack said Thursday his
department would spend $30
million to buy more pork this
year for federal food and nutrition programs.
The announcement came after
he got a letter from the governors of nine pork-producing
states: Colorano, Illinois, Iowa,
Kentucky, Michigan, Nebraska,

McCracken County considering electric bases
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- The public school system in Paducah is
looking at buying hybrid electric buses next year.
McCracken County Schools transportation director Larry
Hopper said he's meeting with school bus manufacturers as he
investigates buying six hybrids, instead of standard gasoline or
diesel-powered vehicles.
The hybrids are more expensive, but advocates say savings over
the life of the vehicles can more than offset the purchase cost.
They can be used longer, use less fuel and require less maintenance.
The Paducah Sun reported the school system could be eligible
for funds from the $12.9 million Kentucky will receive in federal
stimulus funds to cover the purchase of about 200 of the buses
statewide.

Fenner soldier to be sentenced he rape, murders
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- A former soldier is scheduled to be sentenced to life in prison without parole for the rape and murder of
an Iraqi teenager and the shooting deaths of three of her family
members.
U.S. District Judge Thomas B. Russell is expected to hand down
the automatic life sentence to former Pfc. Steven Dale Green, 24,
of Midland, Texas, on Friday.
A civilian jury convicted Green in May of rape and multiple
counts of murder for the deaths of the al...kasha family on March
12, 2006, at their rural home outside Malunoudiya, Iraq, about 20
miles south of Baghdad. The panel couldn't reach a unanimous
decision about whether Green should get a death sentence, automatically making Green's sentence life in prison without parole.

Mate police up visibilly over holiday maimed
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky state police are planning
to increase their presence on the roads during the upcoming holiday weekend.
Commissioner Rodney Brewer says the bulk of state troopers
will be assigned to traffic patrol beginning at 6 p.m. Friday and
continuing through late Monday night.
Their efforts are part of a national anti-drunk driving campaign.
Tivvveis will be ticketing speeders, enforcing the state's seat belt
law and looking to arrest impaired motorists.
Brewer says troopers will be conducting saturation patrols and
checkpoints throughout the state.

101st command beading to Pighardstaa
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)— The commanding general of
the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell says the 101st command will go back to Afghanistan starting in May and June.
Maj. Gen. John Campbell said Thursday that the deployment of
the 82nd Airborne, which replaced the 101st when it left, has been
extended about 50 daya.
This deployment for the 101st command of about 1,100 to 1,200
soldiers is coming about six months earlier than expected.
According to The Leaf-Chronicle of Clarksville, it had previously been announced that the 3rd Brigade Combat Team will deploy
in late fall 2009 to Afghanistan for a 12-month deployment. The .
other infantry brigades are expected to deploy to Afghanistan Or
Iraq, though their destinations have not yet been announced.

II Richmond College ...
From Front
mSU Board

of Regents
Chairman Alan Stout and
Richmond Residential College
head Leon Bodevin both talked
about how the residential college system helped with retention rates by keeping students
involved. The system was started in 1996 and was modeled on
similar programs at Oxford,
Harvard and Yale. Bodevin said
that since its inception, it has
caused more students to become
fully involved in campus life
and has helped to create longlasting relationships. He said the
residential college communities
have also encouraged students
to volunteer with organizations
like the Humane Society, the
Main Street Youth Center and
Glendale Place, to name a few.
Aaron Like, the Richmond
Residential College Council's
president, said the Richmond
tradition was strong and he
looked forward to integrating
the community in the new facility. He said it would be harder

because it is bigger than the old
Richmond College but that they
were up to the challenge.
Samantha Piechocinski, the
president of the Residential
College Association, said each
residential building has a unique
community. She said that while
the residential college system
was implemented in buildings
that
weren't
necessarily
designed for it, this was the second time opening a new building with the system in mind.
There was also a ceremonial
ribbon-cutting and those in
attendance toured the first floor
of the building.
The college's namesake,
James H. Richmond, was
MSU's third president from
1936 to 1945, when it was
known as Murray State Teachers
College. The original Richmond
Hall was the oldest residential
building and was built to house
242 men.
The new building has four
floors and has a capacity of 270
residents with a combination of
single and double rooms.

North Carolina, Oklahoma anc
Wisconsin.
The governors wrote President
Barack Obama last month urg
ing the government to buy more
pork, saying unwarranted fear,
about swine flu have hurt the
industry.
They said the industry • provides 550,(100 jobs and uontributes $34 billion to the economy.
Vilsack said the government
already spends $151 million a
year on poi k.

HAWKINS TEAGUE/L.0w & Times
Workers from Rightway Nursery and Landscaping plant some
trees in the new dog park in Central Park in preparation for its
grand opening this weekend.

Tea party Express to make
Kentucky stop in Louisville

III Dog park ...

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The Tea several local, regional, and
Party movement, a growing national speakers at that event
controversy over health care with a program beginning at 4
reform and cap and trade bills, p.m. This rally will also feature
is fueling the public to let their two national recording artists,
voices be heard. All across the Lloyd Marcus and Rivoli Revue
country, people are going out to (from Louisville).
Tea Party Express stops on its
"We are trying to get people
way to 38 cities in two weeks, really motivated and pumped up
according to Wendy Caswell, for the March on 9/12," Caswell
president of the Louisville stated.
Grassroots Tea Party.
The Tea Party Express Rally
The Tea Party Express will be is scheduled to stop at
traveling to help spread the Louisville's Central Park on.4th
word and build momentum street in Old Louisville frown
toward the Tax Payer's March 3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. More on
on Washington on Saturday, the rally and how to join can be
Sept. 12, Caswell said.
found
on
'The Louisville Grassroots Tea www.LouisvilleTeaParty.org.
Party wil be hosting the Tea National information on the,Tea
Party Express stop in Louisville Party movement can be found at
on September 5. There will be www.TeaPartyPatriots.org.

From Front
who make up Lost But Loved
had wanted to build a dog park
for many years and finally
decided to get it done several
months ago. She said they met
with Murray Calloway County
Parks Director Matt Martin to
discuss what they wanted to do
and got permission to put their
plans in place with the money
they would raise themselves.
Lost But Loved members
.went to a dog park in at Atlanta
to get a few ideas for what they
wanted to build before putting
plans together. Cherry said.
Even before it has opened, she

said plenty of dog lovers have
excitedly told her they can't
believe Murray is finally getting
a dog park. Not only that, but it
is currently the only one in
western Kentucky, she said.
Cherry said Lost But Loved
would be offering to insert pet
locator microchips during both
days of the opening and would
sell gourmet doggie treats as
well as drinks, hot dogs and
chips for pet owners. Proceeds
will go to rescue missions.
Chen-y said anyone wanting to
find out more or to volunteer for
Lost But Loved could contact
her at 227-0678.

Kentucky State
Police to escort
Corvette caravans
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Caravans of Corvettes
are descending on southern
Kentucky to celebrate the 15th
aartiversarys. of the National
Coaystta Museum.
Kentucky State Police are
escorting four separate caravans
to the museum in Bowling
Green for its anniversary celebration. Each caravan will be
escorted by a Corvette detailed
to resemble a marked KSP
cruiser.
According to a statement,
KSP Commissioner Rodney
Brewer will be one of the drivers. The escorts will join the caravans when they enter Kentucky
and take them to Bowling
Green's National Corvette
Museum for its 15th anniversary.
The caravans will be coming
from
Indiana,
Georgia,
Nebraska and North Carolina.
They'll be picking up additional
drivers in Florida, Kansas,
Michigan, Montana, South
Carolina,
Tennessee
and
Wyoming.
WBKO-TV reports that several caravans began arriving in
Bowling Green on Wednesday
for the celebration.
Katie Frassinelli of the
National Corvette Museum says
a caravan can range from 50 to
500 cars.

Mary Kowalski, who caravanned with friends from New
England, said she enjoys the
friendly atmosphere at the
museum.
"Wherever you meet someone
with a Corvette, they just stop
talking and they just sit down
and start talking to you," says
Mary Kowalski.
Ed Canterbury of Louisiana,
who drove his 2008 Z06
Corvette up for the event, said it
was his first trip since the museum finished its expansion earlier this year and he was looking
forward to seeing the extras.
The $10 million project
included adding a new gift shop.
a library and archives center, a
conference center, The Corvette
Cafe and Corvette Boulevard —
an indoor track where new
Corvettes are displayed.

Photo provisrid

The Kentucky State Police haed to PartioePote*
the Corvette Museum 15th
Celebration :aid
Natiorial Caravan. KSP will eSersePorato owilvatf
Corvettes traveling to the
*Green Musedm
across the country, according to Lt. David Jude with OP
Media Relations. As a unique twist, each of the caravans
be escorted by a Corvette detailed to resemble a mailtitl
KSP cruiser - including flashing blu€
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 200*
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 2044t
1-202-225-31;
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Eighth Annual

Dr. James W. Hammack, Jr.
Scholarship Banquet

•
A

Dr. John F. Marszalek

vovepoMZEA PA r,
* Saturday, September 12 • 10:30 am
* Brandon Auto World *

Giles Distinguished Professor of History Emeritus
Mississippi State University

W

%Ma 111$ Commarader

CIAO

Satin* Stotember 19,1009

Keynoter: Mr. Jim Waters*
Director of Policy/Communication Bluegrass Institute
Bowling Green

7:00 p.m.
Canis Center Ballroom,
Alistoray State University
Banquet Tickets: $40 per person/open to the public
Proceeds to benefit the
Dr. James W. Hammack, Jr. Scholarship
Sponsored by Murray State University's Department of history'
Reservationsrequired: 270-809-2234 or
kay.hays@murraystate.edu

Special Singers:
*For Heaven's Sake
And a host of others!

JONATI4ON BURGESS LAWANOA GLOVER S MIKE cluDvEh

4A • Friday, September 4,2009
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COMMUNITY
MHS Class of 1966 holds 43-year reunion
Members of the Murray High
School Class of 1966 gathered
recently for their 43 year class
eunion.
A wine and cheese party was
held. at the home of Sue Steele
and a dinner at Tom's Grill.
Those attending included
Greer
Houston,
Lynda
Allbritten Houck, Suzi Steele
Chapman, Linda Brownfield
Bryant, Michael McDaniel,
Steve Douglass, Steve Doran,
Vic Dunn, Shirley Lyons and
Walter
Blackburn,
Mary
Robbins and Chuck Duncan,
Bill and Jean Metzger, Craig
and Nan Carman, Dan and Ann
MCKeel, Jerry and Dawn
Caldwell, and Joe and Nancy
Wilson.
The, group plans to make the
last weekend of June an annual

New Begienap Support Group will meet
Saturday at 4:39 pan. at Westside Baptist
Church with the meal to be provided by the
Elm Grove Baptist Church Women on
Mission.The speaker will be Jennifer Wilson,
ezecutive director of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Crow who will
tell about her position with Red Clues and
wm also give a personal tesdmony.
Musk wffi be provided by Raegan,
Mallory and Cecile Stoat, along wilt their
JVs
Julie, and friend, Kathy Ligon. The
Datsbook loather,
Invited. For more intormatina or a
is
pabik
By Jo Sunman
or Ron Wright at 7S34156.
Linda
call
ride
Community
Editor

Farmers'Market Saturday

Photo provided
Pictured are persons who attended the Murray High School Class Reunion held in Murray.
Class of 1966 weekend. Class
members interested in coming

next year, may contact Suzi
Steele Chapman at 4051 Lego

Vista Drive, Belton,TX 76513.

Bobby and Jeanette Fain will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception on Sunday, Sept. 6, 2009, from 1 to 3
p.m. at the Murray Banquet Center, behind Sirloin Stockade.
Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Lauren Brittney Bogard, daughter of Susan Rogers of Murray
and,Terry and Robin Bogard of Almo, and Ryan Keith Houston,
.:on of Keith and Amy Houston of Murray, will be married Saturday,
Brandy M. Burgess of Murray, daughter of Lilly Burgess and
Sept. 5, 2009, at 5:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. All David Burgess of Mayfield and Jason S. Thorpe of Nashville.
!datives and friends are invited.
Tenn., son of Tony and Paula Thorpe of Mayfield, will be married
Tuesday, Sept. 8, 2009, in Jamaica.
Misti Dawn Sanders,daughter of J.T. and Ken Sanders of New
Concord, and Christopher Brian Burkeen, son of David and
Mr.and Mrs.Orville Swanson of Murray will be married for 55
Bonnie Buriceen of Ahno, will be married Saturday, Sept. 5, 2009, years on Tuesday, Sept. 8, 2009. A later celebration is planned.
at 7.P.m. at Patti's Settlement in Grand Rivers. All relatives and
friends are invited.
Kelly Carlisle, daughter of Larry and Sheryl Carlisle of
Watertown, N.Y., and Corey Camity, son of James and Jackie
and Mrs. James Hooper will celebrate their 50th wedding Cassity of Murray, will be married Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2009. at 6
anniVersary on Saturday, Sept 5, 2009. No formal celebration is p.m. at Mike Miller Park, Draffenvilk. A reception will follow at
planned
Ken-Bar Lodge. All relatives and friends are invited.

National Quartet Convention to sponsor Cancer
Walk to benefit American Cancer Society

•

•

0

•

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
• Tamsyn Garner
& Clayton Vertees

•
•
•

I.

•
•
•

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons

•

Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms

•

•

•

Kiana Jackson
& Chris Pearson

•

.• Erica Anderson
.43t Matthew Yezerski

Rachel Davis
]: & Nathan Martin
•

•

•

•

Rebecca Cripps
& James Ramsey
•

Mary Gandy
& Alan Chase
DcAnna Lampkins
& John Dale Tidwell
Courtney Frame
& Derek Nixon

Sept. 13 through 19.
University Medical Center in
Popular singer, songwriter, Durham, NC.
author and radio host, Janet
Since resuming her travels,
Paschal will host the first ever she has toured nationally and
NQC Cancer Walk on Saturday internationally, sharing her mesmorning, Sept. 19 at 8 a.m. on sage of hope and triumph. In
the grounds of the Kentucky November, 2008, she released
Fair & Expo Center. "We are her latest literary work,
thrilled about the addition of this Treasures of the Snow, which
event," stated NQC Executive chonicles her battle with cancer.
Vice President, Clarke Beasley. Earlier this year, Paschal
"We are excited about the launched
a radio series,
opportunity this event will Walking The Good Road, as
afford our attendees to give back well as a community website,
to the community and to such a www.janetandfriends.com, to
worthy cause as the American better promote cancer awareCancer Society. We are honored ness. The series airs on JOY
to have Janet Paschal represent FM's network of radio stations,
the NQC as hostess."
covering seven states. Paschal
Paschal, a long-time favorite views the NQC Walk as yet
among Southern Gospel audi- another way to promote cancer
ences nationwide, was diag- awareness. "I'm so thrilled the
nosed with breast cancer in NQC shares this vision,"
2005. The North Carolina native Paschal stated, "and I'm hontook a year hiatus from her ored to host this event, which I
speaking and concert touring, believe will have a tremendous
while undergoing chemotherapy impact on many individuals."
and radiation treatments at Duke
The 2009 NQC Cancer Walk
To My Valued Customers:

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. I want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. I have chosen to
continue what I love and what I have donefor the past 19
years, and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
stress-free environmentfor your pet and myself I would
be honored to continue providing quality grooming service at your home or business in my professional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: www.yourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at(270)
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F, 7-7;
Sat. 9-1
Again, thank you and 1 hope to see you again soon.

You may purchase
online at
uttow.vintagerose.com

Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming
t
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,
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University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-3,
•
Saturday 10-2
..
•
•
•
•

will begin at the main entrance
of Freedom Hall at 8:00tun.
Various Southern Gospel artists
and industry leaders who have
been impacted by the disease
will be on hand to meet & greet
participants and share special
words ofencouragement prior to
the start of the one-mile Walk.
A $10 registration fee is
required for Walk participants.
The first 300 registrants will
receive a free 2009 NQC Walk tshin. Participants may pre-register throughout NQC Week in
the North Wing Lobby of the
Kentucky Fair & Expo Center.
On-site registration the morning
of the event will begin at 7 p.m.
at the entrance to Freedom Hall.
The event is open to NQC attendees, as well as the general public. All proceeds from the 2009
NQC Cancer Walk will benefit
the American Cancer Society.
Additional
information
regarding the 2009 NQC Cancer
Walk or any of the many scheduled events throughout the
Convention may be obtained
online at www.natqc.com.
'

Pull Service Grooming at Your Curb
Competitively Priced • Air Conditioned/Heated Van
Warm Water Bathing • Using All Natural Products
13+ Years Experience • Multiple Pet Discount
Senior Citizen Discount • Satisfaction Guaranteed

www.younnobilegroorner.com
By Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 am-1 pm

Munay-Calloway County Parks and Remotion Department and
Murray State University Public Relations Student Society of
America will present Bands N'BBQ Blowout'09 on Saturday from
4 to 9 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Central Park.

Animal Rescue event Saturday
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host the grand opening of
the brand new Murtay-Calloway County Dog.Part on Saturday and
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Central Park.There will be microchipping, gourmet doggie treats sales, soft drinks, chips and hot dog
sales as a fundraiser. For more information or to volunteer at the
event, contact Linda Cherry at 227-0678.

Smotherman reunion Saturday
The descendants of John Nelson and Mary Paschall Smotberman
will have their annual get together on Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at
Holmes Restaurant. This get together has been going on regularly
since the early 1980a. Children of the couple are 011ie, Pearl and
Jessie with grandchildren being Harold, Eldridge, Johnny, Wren and
Max Smotherman, Anna Lou Jones, Dorris and Doyle Humphreys,
Volene Young and Chet Finch. Everyone is invited. For information
call Gail Stubblefield at 753-7951.

Grogan reunion Sunday
The annual Bob Dick Grogan Family Reunion will be Sunday at
the University Church of Christ with & potluck meal to be served
about 1 p.m. Family members who have celebrated 40 years or more
of marriage are asked to bring wedding photos or memorabilia to be
displayed. For more information call Charlie Grogan at 759-3159 or
Donna Grogan Herndon at 293-8780.

Four Rivers Group to meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library which will be open
Sunday. All musicians and listeners are invited. For more information call 753-6979.

Lodge plans fundraiser
Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs and chickens as a fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 210 Walnut St., behind
Murray Supply. Featured will be ribs full slab, whole chickens and
combo. To order or for more infornuition call 1-270-485-6515.

11•11IS Class plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1999 will have its 10-year reunion
on Saturday. A donut breakfast will be at Murray Middle School
atrium and a memorial for Micah Cathey will follow on Ty Holland
Field. A dinner will be at 7 p.m. at Mugsys at a cost of $30. Class
members
are
asked
to
make
reservations
at
rnhsreunion1999@live.com.

MTS Class plans reunion
Murray Training School Class of 1954 will have its 55-year
reunion on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the home of Melvin and Rita
Henley. For more information call 293-1908.

Park pool releases dates
The swimming pool at the Murray Park will be open on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Hours will be noon to 7 p.m. Saturday, 1 to 6
p.m. Sunday and noon to 7 p.m. on Labor Day.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will be tonight (Friday) at
7 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church, located on Ky. 121
North at Stella. Featured soloists will be Margie Black, Ethelene
Daniell, Elaine Reed and Jackie Graham Items for Need Line will
be received. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
1110v1)
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About Steve
PG13 - 1:35 • 3:50 - 7:25 - 9:

The Time traveler's Wife

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.
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Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan 0'Boyle

Downtown Market Saturday

Battle of Bands Saturday

The following are reminders of events scheduled for this weekend, that were recently published in the Murray Ledger A Times.

do

The Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway County is now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 1
p.m.(until sold out)at the Calloway County Fairgrounds, located on
Ky. Hwy. 121 North, Murray. The group will now take EBT(Food
Stamp)and debit cards.

The Downtown Market is open Saturday from 7 &m.to noon on
Murray's Court Square. For more information call Murray Main
Street, 759-9474 or Martha Ails, market coordinator, 753-7222.

e-'3oen/ Wen-linders

LOIJISVILLE, KY, — The'
National Quartet Convention
' has announced
the addition of
another event
to the 2009
Southern
Gospel Music
specatacular,
scheduled to
take place in
Louisville durPasellaall
ing the week of

New Beginnings Group will
hear Wilson speak Saturday

Inglourious Bastards
R - 12:45 3:45 - 6:46 - 9:45
Shorts
PG - 1:06 - 7:06

District 9
R - 3:10 - 9:00
Halloween 2
R - 1:25 - 3:40 • 7:20 - 9.30

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Angel alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Little Lakers Family
Resource Center for a twin bed and mattress set for a young family.
Call the center at 762-7410 if you have one to donate.

Fire-Rescue plans fundraiser
Calloway County Fire-Rescue will conduct its annual fundraiser
in the form of a mailer to county residents this week. The mailer
constitutes the only fundraiser the squad conducts, and is to ask for
donations for the rescue division which is not supported by tax revenue, and is funded solely on a donation basis, according to Earl
Hicks, chief, and Terry Ridgley, board chairman. All residents
should receive a flyer in the mail in the next few days, and the squad
asks that everyone take time to read it and contribute as they can.
Questions can be directed to the main station at 101 East Sycamore
St., Murray, or by phone at 753-4112.
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Unemployment jumps to 9.7 percent
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ROBERTSDALE, Ala.- Miss Madeleine L.(Meddle) Dillard,
17, Daphne, Ala., a native of Murray. Ky., and a former resident of
Livingston, Texas, died Saturday, Aug. 29. 2009, from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
She attended Central Christian School, Robertsdale, and was currently attending Livingston High School. Her hobbies were music,
photography and swimming.
Survivors include her mother and stepfather, Marion H. and Don
Mason, Daphne; her father and stepmother, David A. and Mary Ann
Dillard, Livingston,Texas; three sisters, Natalie Dillard, Livingston,
Bethany Brown, Wilmington, Del., and Melissa Brown, Lubbock,
Texas; five brothers, Ben and Tom Dillard, Atlanta, Ga., Sam
Dillard, Livingston, Steven Mason, Mobile, Ala., and Brian Mason,
Lubbock; her grandfather, Leonard M. Holloway, Murray, Ky.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 602 South 16th St., Murray, Ky.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Falcon Ridge Ranch,
P.O. Box 790099. Virgin, Utah 84779. Mack Funeral Home &
Crematory, Hwy. 59, Robertsdale, Ala., was in charge of arrangements.

WASHINGTON(API- The
If laid-off workers who have
economy is showing consistent settled for pan-time work or
signs of improvement, but prob- have given up looking for new
ably not enough to stop employ- jobs are included, the so-called
ers from cutting jobs to increase underemployment rate reached
profits or to keep the unemploy- 16.8 percent, the highest on
ment rate from rising.
record dating from 1994.
The unemployment rate
The employment report foljumped to 9.7 percent in August, lows other recent data that
the highest since June 1983, as shows the economy is pulling
employers eliminated a net total out of the worst recession since
of 216,000 jobs.
World War II.
The level of job cuts is less
A trade group reported
than July's upwardly revised Tuesday that the manufacturing
total of 276,000 and is the low- sector grew in August for the
est in a year.
first time in 19 months, while
Analysts expected the unem- home sales have increased for
ployment rate to rise to 9.5 per- several months.
cent from July's 9.4 percent, and
But the economy isn't
job reductions to total 225,000. expected to grow strongly

Cod andamin Duncan

Tighter rules sought on foreign farm workers

A graveside service for Cecil Benjamin Duncan will be today
(Friday) at 1:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
William .1. Sullivan will officiate. Visitation will be at
Collier Funeral Home,Benton,from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Shriners
Children's Hospital, 2001 South Lindbergh Blvd., St.
Louis, MO 63131.
Mr. Duncan,85,Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. I. 2009, at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was a self-employed painting contractor and
a veteran of the United States Army. He was also a member of the
Rizpah Temple of the Shrines.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Mary Kathryn Duncan,and
his parents, Cleve B. and Lalah Bell Collie Duncan.
Survivors include three daughters, Cynthia Cary, Benton,Cecelia
Ulmer, Greenville, Ill., and Cathy Elias, Murray;five grandchildren,
Shannon Elias and Cleve, Lance, Blake and Chase Cary; four greatgrandchildren; special friend, Dorothy Jackson.
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enough this year to persuade
companies to ramp up hiring.
Most economists expect the
unemployment rate to top 10
percent by early next year.
"We have a very long, painful
healing process ahead," said
Bruce Kasman, chief economist
at JPMorgan Chase & Co. "The
good news is we're starting it,
the bad news is we need much
faster growth" to bring the
employment rate down.
A loss of 225,000 jobs would
be the smallest monthly decline
since last year, a sign that layoffs are easing.
Employers cut 247,000 jobs
in July, compared with an average of 691,000 per month in the

first quarter.
The job cuts are holding
down wages and salaries, while
credit remains tight and home
prices and stock portfolios have
fallen.
All those trends are restraining consumer spending, which
makes up 70 percent of the U.S.
economy, and could weaken the
recovery.
Most retailers posted sales
declines last month as shoppers
limited back-to-school purchases to focus on necessities.
•
Discounters did better than
upscale chains, but the results
Thursday raised further concern
about the upcoming holiday season.

WASHINGTON(AP)-The make it harder for domestic them to hire foreign workers for farmers, said the drop in wages.,
Labor Department is trying workers to claim those jobs.
tough field jobs that most under the Bush rules has been
again to roll back Bush adminisThe Labor Department Americans don't want.
dramatic. In North Carolina, for
tration regulations that made it briefly suspended the Bush rules
"The Bush rules did go a long example, most guest workers are
easier for farmers to hire tempo- earlier this year, but officials way to streamline the process earning about $7.25 an hour
rary foreign farm workers.
were forced to reinstate them and make it more feasible," said instead of $9.34 an hour.
The agency on Thursday said after farm groups successfully Jason Resnick, assistant general
"The proposed changes to the
it is proposing new rules that challenged the decision in feder- counsel for the Western Growers H-2A program would reduce
would boost wages and increase al court.
Association in Irvine, Calif. "If unfair and illogical wage cuts
safeguards for thousands of sea"Every worker deserves to be that rule is rolled back, it would that the Bush administration
sonal workers brought in each treated and paid fairly," Labor be a huge setback for production inflicted on U.S. and foreign
year to help farmers pick their Secretary Hilda Solis said."That agriculture."
workers," Goldstein said. •
crops. It would also require that is especially true of agricultural
Resnick said growers are
.The new rules would return
growers make greater efforts to workers, who often perform likely to take legal action against to the old standard for determinfill those jobs with American backbreaking work for very low the new rules if they are ing temporary farm wages,
workers.
wages."
approved after a 30-day com- resulting in an average increase
If the rules are adopted, they
Solis said the new rules ment period. Growers have for workers of about $1.44 an
would largely reverse regula- would let the Labor Department complained in past years that hour. Farmers would also have
Ws.Janice Lao Hamlett
tions
finalized shortly before take a more active role in pro- processing paperwork under the to submit documentation certiThe funeral Mrs. Janice Lee Hamlett will be today (Friday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, President George W. Bush left tecting farm workers from mis- program took up so much time fying that they tried to fill the
Benton. Rev. David Parrish will officiate. Burial office and return to a framework treatment and keeping domestic that they were sometimes forced jobs with American workers.
will follow in the Horn Cemetery, Benton. that had been in effect since workers from being unfairly dis- to let crops rot for lack of The proposed rules wquld
1987.
placed.
enough workers at harvest time. require state work force agenVisitation is now at the funeral home.
Labor and immigrant rights
Farm growers say the Bruce Goldstein, executive cies to inspect temporary worker
Mrs. Hamlett, 57, Benton, died Wednesday,
Sept. 2, 2009, at Oakview Nursing & Rehab groups have criticized the Bush changes to the H-2A guest work- Director of Fannworter Justice, housing before an employer is
Center, Calvert City. A homemaker, she was a regulations, claiming they er program will make it more a Washington-based advocacy approved to bring in foreign
member of Christian Fellowship Church and had would slash farm wages and cumbersome and expensive for group for migrant and seasonal workers.
also received her bachelor of ministry degree.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Sabem
and Jo Annie Ross Price, and one sister, Carolyn
Hamlett
Dutton.
Survivors include two sons, Rodney Lynn Hamlett and Richard J.
Hamlett, both of Benton; three brothers, Bobby and Buddy Price,
Benton, and Billy Price, Hardin: one sister, Linda Mills, Benton.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
If the academy's formula is
poverty rate among older adopted, a more refined picture
Mrs. Frances Mercedes Edmiston
Americans could be nearly of American poverty could
116.42 + 1.09
Dew Jesse isd.
+ 21.5 IBM
The funeral for Mrs. Frances Mercedes Edmiston will be today twice as high as the traditional emerge that would capture
7411
Alr
Preens
0.33
heel
19.35 - OA%
(Friday) at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. 10 percent level, according to a everyday costs of necessities
16815
+
1.50
-21A +4.16
AB*
Burial will follow In the Bethel Cemetery. Visitation Is now at the revision of a half-century-old besides just food. The result
KnOir
AT&T,Inc.
i-17 + 0.02 Modol
funeral home.
•
formulator calculating medical could upend long-standing
18,31+ 0.09
Mrs. Edmiston, 96, Hardin, died Wednesday, Sept. 2, 2009, at costs and geographic variations notions of those in greatest need
BUT16.41 +11.13
55.58 + tol
MeDssolds
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A homemaker, she was a mem- in the cost of living.
and lead eventually to shifts in
Bonk of Americo-17.17+ 0.33
Merck
10,44 + 0.21.
ber of Bethel Baptist Church.
The National Academy of how billions of federal dollars
Brion & Striatum-1811-- Mkraroft ....
24.27 + OA"
Preceding her in death were her husband, Ernest Edmiston; tine Science's formula, which is for the poor are distributed for
Bristol Myers %snob
+ 4.41
brothers, Willard, Luther and Johnny Overbeck,and one sister, Mary gaining credibility with public health, housing, nutrition and
10.49 + 4.48
J.C. Peony
Colerpileir
.-.-45.30 +136
Toner. She was the daughter of the late John Clarence and Mary officials including some in the child-care benefits.
Peelers, Inc.
5715 + 0.41:
ammo Thum Corp.-MA + 0.46
Elizabeth Ketch Overteck.
Obama administration, would
"The current poverty measMar,Inc.
16.09 + 0.01
Survivors include two sons, Ronald Lee Edmiston, Sapulpa, put the poverty rate for ure does a very bad job of measDander Claryder
A431 + 1.22
Resins Monis"
kid +4.12
Okla., and Richard Edmiston, Hardin; eight grandchildren; two Americans 65 and over at 8.6 uring the impact of quite a few
Ikon
18.39 + 0.07
Sacrlat-Flossk
-27.19
+ 4.11
great-grandchildren.
percent, or 6.8 million people, of our anti-poverty policies,"
himMSII
*31+ 11.116
Sears
Hafts
compared with 9.7 percent, or Rebecca Blank, the Commerce
Corp
-61.74
+
0.11
Ford Mader
7.311 - 11.111
3.6 million people, under the Department's undersecretary of
27.76 + 4.15
General Fled*-DA +115 Dor Warner
existing measure. The original economic affairs. "It isn't meanUS
Bancorp
71 18 + 0.23
CInsIhIcke ADR-3&76 + 4.16
government formula, created in ingless, but it isn't complete."
%Mid
Inc
C3.93 + 0.38
Goodrich
5474+&511
1955, doesn't take account of
The NAS figures could take
Mrs. Wilma Doan Name Stephenson
Wal-kbrt
5214
+ II.311.•:
Goodyear
1531•OA
The funeral for Mrs. Wilma Dean Nance Stephenson was today rising costs of medical care and on added significance at a time
•.
other
factors.
when
the
government is touting
(Friday)at 9 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
IlopFsi Broke -IBM It MA A
"It's a hidden problem," said an overhaul of Medicare and
Home. Dr. William Dodson officiated. Active pallbearers were Joe
Oakley, Joe Thornton, Dennis Crawford, and Alan, Mitchell and Robin Talbert, president of the Social Security as its best hope
Charlie Gibbs. An honorary group was the Share Class of Grace AARP Foundation, which pro- for reducing the ballooning fedvides job training and support to eral debt. With the potential to
Baptist Church. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Financial Consultants(L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County High low-income seniors and is back- add more older Americans to the
Court Square I Murray. KY 42071
School Band, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Online ing legislation that would adopt ranks of the poor, the numbers
270-753.3366 I 800-444.1854
the NAS formula. "There are may underscore a need for concondolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
8:00 am.`,;(10 In. Ft F
Mrs. Stephenson, 73, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. I. 2009, at still many millions of older peo- tinued - if not expanded 10:25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was a member of Bell ple on the edge, who don't have old-age benefits as a safety net.
what they need to get by."
City Baptist Church.
Mimi Yowlsa
Mho MIN Did I viesto wilimpoi I Maas'Dionollon midds Dwell Nei MC hand ND
Owl Oribles
Low Vile 1 Sumas And1
LI@
wit L.Ilk Ihniber NYSE FIARA
,a2oos
She was married Dec. 19, 1953, to Charles Stephenson who died
Nov. 14, 2004. Also preceding her in death were two brothers,
500 Bonus Cash on All New Vehicles - Expires 9-7-09
William and Paschall Nance. Born Aug. 9,1936, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Edley and Bert Paschall
Nance.
Survivors include one daughter, Terie L. Burkeen and fiance,
John P. Frederick, Murray; two sons, Mike Stephenson, Murray. and
David Stephenson and wife, Peggy, Franklin, Tenn.; two aunts,
Hilda Pinrose and Helen Nance. Murray; six grandchildren, Jason
and Michael Burkeen, Chelsea Van Roy, Darcy Stephenson, Kevin
Humphrey and Tracy Allain; seven great-grandchildren; several
nieces, nephews and cousins.

Elder poverty could be
much higher than reported
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Jackson funeral was
'touching, emotional
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GLENDALE, Calif.(AP)-Paris Jackson wept as she
stepped into the mausoleum
where her father, Michael, was
to be entombed. Katherine
Jackson, overcome by sorrow,
turned back when she was faced
with her son's final resting
place.
On a sultry Thursday
evening, amid a sea of white
flowers and with a bejeweled
crown placed atop his casket by
his children, the King of Pop
was given an intimate, private
version of the lavish public
memorial held shortly after his
death in June.
The funeral at Glendale
Memorial Park was simple but
touching, according to one
guest.
The person. who asked not to
be identified because of the sensitivity of the day, said Gladys

Knight's performance of the
hymn "Our Father"(The Lord's
Prayer) soared in the vast mausoleum and moved many to
tears.
When it was over, many of
the 200 mourners hugged each
other.
Among them were Elizabeth
Taylor, Jackson's ex-wife Lisa
Marie Presley, Barry Bonds and
Macaulay Culkin.
The Rev. Al Sharpton, who
gave a eulogy at the public event
and at Thursday's service, also
extolled Knight's earlier performance of "His Eye is on the
Sparrow."
"Gladys Knight sang her
heart out. Now we prepare to lay
him to rest," Sharpton posted on
his Twitter account during the
service that was held outside and
then within the marble mausoleum.
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Murray Ledger & Timm

DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
1111111111WFII

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 10:15 a.m.
Sabbath School

AMU=

.ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Ha/Away. Benton, KY 42026
270-527-8002

10130 a.m
Service
Faaat Pay Services contact the Rector 252-3366

A11410111.6
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
10:00 a.m.
• Sunday
8:45 p.m.
Thesday
6:45 p.m.
Thursday
,

• 111111:11111LIES OF IN

LONE OAR PRIMMITVIC
200 p.m.
let Sunday
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
111111110RIAL BAPTISM
10:50 cm.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT NOW nrozinu,BAPTIST
6:30 cm.
Elamday School
11:00 cm.
Worship
NEW MT.CARMEL MISSIONARY
1100 am.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Brining Wondilp
NORTHIMMI
Morning Warship
10:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Worship
11 am.6:6 p.m.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Einnday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study

OAR GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 cm.& 7 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 am.
BLOOD RIVER
5:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Prayer Service
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. Church
Evening Worship
POPLAR IIWRING
CHERRY CORNER
10 cm.
10 cm. Sunday School
unday School
Worship 8:45 cm.6:11 cm.6:6 p.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
ColDWATIER BAPTIST CHURCH Sunday School
9:30 am.
9:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.•6 p.m.
11:00 cm. Wed. Night Bible Study
Morning Services
7:00 p.m.
600 p.m.
Evening Services
SCOTIEGEDVI
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH.
111)0 cm.
Wednesday Service
630 p.m. Womb* Service
600 p.m.
10:00 cm. Evening Worship
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Wa&sothay Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Worship Service
Prayer & Fasling for Spiritual
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
frataltasing
eat 6 pm.-10 p.m.
ELM GROVE RAPIIIIT
SIMON°SPRING
9:00 cm.
Sunday School
Sunday School
10 a.m.
10:00 cm.& 600 p.m.
Wo-rWhip
Worship
11 a.m.& Sp.m.
500 p.m.
Dispipleship Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
EMMANUEL MUMIONARY
SOUTH MARSHALL
10:00 cm. Sunday School
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11:00 cm. Warship
Morning Worship
11 am.,6:30 p.m.
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m. Wednesday
7 pm_
Vied. Bible Study & Youth 7:00 pan.
SPRING CIRMIR
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
FATITI BAPTIST
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
6 p.m.
Discipkwhip Training
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
ST.
JOHN
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTUFT
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
10:00la. Sunday School
Miming Wavily
11 am.
Worship
11:00 cm_ & 6:00 p.m.
HUGARCIMIllt
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
&maw Wool
IS a.m.
FIRST sArnar
11 am & Spa.
• Sunday School
9:45 am. WaniMpa
Ili*.
Ilbikamday
Worship 6:30 & 10:56 am.& 1p.m.
FLINTfurnar
am
Sunday School
MOO a.m.
?pm.
Morning Worship
11:00 am. Sunday Dna*
6:10 p.m.
Rveiling Worship
6)46 p.m.
11111111.1011SAFI=
JICH
GREATER HOPS 11411111110111311M
010 LW
t:Zpilabasi
Sunday School
1010 a.m. &6 p.m.
9199
7 p.m.
- Worship
10:41 sm, Wednesday
GRACE
4=10A1
,
111r
.Sonday School
IS cat.
AWOL
11 a.m. & pm.
_Worship
10:46 BJ16. &6 p.m. Worship
7 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHUNCE Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School.
10 a.m.
10 a.m.
.Morning Worship
11 am.&6 p.m. &may School
11 am.&6 pin.
Werstdp
Wednesday
7 p.m. Weablesday
7 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8:00,915 & 10:30 cm.
Sun. Schools 800,9:15 & 1010 am.
lOvening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
StEMERY CATHOLIC CMG=
HAZEL marlin
400 p.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
910 cm. SatA
smi
daylLis
Mailli
Worship
10:30 am.& 6:30 p.m.
St LAO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Church Training
5:90 p.m. &earthy Mass
•Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m. Sunk,Moose
61)°
11 P
a..
111.
8 Lai. &
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 cm.
AURORA 0111111111111AN
Worship Service 11:00 cm.& 6 p.m.
metudy mummy 11 a.m. &6 p.m.
.Wednesday
7:00 p.m. Worship
10 a.m.
KIIILMIST BAPTIST
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
Warning Worship
11:00 cm.
muff01111111111AN
A•sana
5:30-7:30 p.m. Celebratica Eirviss
6:00 mm
.Training Union
5:45 p.m. Sunday Sehool
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m. Worship Service
10:
91°
15 c
a-m
m:
Ri
Mb
rAlt
eichoo
C
I
ERISTIM4
ITELLOMEITT
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST

S

1111111111111111

0111111111111111111

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
-.LIGITIIIOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
'Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
"•
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. 6:6 p.m.
"Wednesday
Worship
7:00 p.m. .

Worth*
Evening Service

13!Loa.

011111111111111111111
am.
Sunday Nod
Roading &BONK Every Wed. 114 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday

SNOW OF
MHO CIMINCIE OF CHRIST
Bible School
6991
_0060
0
am
Morning Worship
p.m.
Evening Worship

A Labor of Love
Whether it is physical, mental or a

*V
Nook sci
j
:
r 74
'
1.—• -

of the two, it feels good to
work hard at something that we are
skilled at and enjoy doing. On the other

I
i ill

hand,some tasks are sheer drudgery or
are so difficult that they frustrate us.

t

When we are doing something that we
truly enjoy and are good at, we seem to
find our own most unique and true self.
Ironically, we sometimes lose ourselves
in our work. It may happen unexpectedly while playing a musical instrument, operating a machine or
writing a poem. In these situations, when we are
doing what we love, it often feels that this is what we
are meant to do, with good reason. God has a plan for
all of us, and part of that plan is finding the work or
vocation that is uniquely suited to us. When we find
It,, we will know intuitively that we have found our
life's work. If we haven't found it yet, we should keep
looking and reflect prayerfully on what our talents
are and how we can best put them to good use. We

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p.m.
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p.m.
Wed Praise, Worship & Altar 8 p.m.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6.30 p.m.

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thinsday Night
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 cm.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.

PALICIFITTO UNTIED
101)0 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

RUSIMILL CHAPEL UNITED
930 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
i/2 miles east of Lynn Grove
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:48 cm.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
wooing.CENTER
Praise and Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTMAN amnia
Sundays
10:30 cm.
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m.
HURRAY RIIIFYORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS camearr
Morning Worship
11110 cm.
Sunday School
10:15 cm.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
SADDLE CRUZ CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:30 p.m.

should remember that we will be happiest when
doing work that we enjoy, that we are good at, and
most importantly, that which benefits others.

IMINan MINN=
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public
9:30 a.m.
10:30 cm.
Watchtower Study

For we arefillow workersfor God;
you are God'sfield, God's building.

DiDIANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 cm.
Worship
10:30 cm.

R.S.V. 1 Corinthians 3:9

wrinesserr
MOMS=MICE OF ciotarr
F.30 a.m.
thoday
Mierring Warship
10:111
Evening Wernidp
6110 pan.
Wad. Milo Study
700 p.m.
DUE=
930 am.
Sunday School
1010 cm.& 610 p.m.
Wend*
700 trarn.
Widnissday
WEIRNIDSHIP
IMble Study
10 cm.
11 am.
Week.Worship
Ivoning Worship
pm.
7 pm.
Wednesday Warship
COMER PLALN
Bible Study
10:00 am.
10:45 cm.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Warship
Wednesday Worship
71)0 p.m.
HAMEL CHURCH or mum
300 sm.
Bible Study
9:50 cm.
Morning Wand*
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
EICIOST MOIR CESKE OF AM!
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Claes
Morning Worship
10:00 a.ro.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Hight
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
EIRESET CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:50 cm.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
Mt OLIVE CRUNCH OF CHUM
10:00 am.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening World*
NEW CONCORD Worship
9:50 a.m. 6:8 p.m.
9 a m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

SECOND ITITIRET
Morning Worship
10:45 am.
6:00 p.11.
Evening Worship
OLIMILUE ROAD COWS01
(HT
Worth*
5 a.m.,9 a.m. &6 p.m.
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
10150 *.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Relining Warship
UNIVIRSITY
Bible Classes
900 am.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
910 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m
BROOMS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1010 cm.
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Run. Night
610 p.m.
COLJDWATER
1010 am.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
6:50 a.m.
Worship Service
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

DEITIOLHARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
11:00 a.m.
Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 cm.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:45 & 11 cm.
Worship
Sunday School
9:50 cm

illr
s
11,1114111111111m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 CM.
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service

Cavaco OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAME DAY SAINTS
10:00 am.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 cm.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

11011111111FIL
WT.JOHN% EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
12:00 p.m.
Meadow

INEOP11111111111T

GOSELEN METHOD
Morning Worship
9:00 cm.
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
HAZEL UST= METHODIST
11:00 6.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

CHRINITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m

KIRIBEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

FREEDOM HOUSE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

LYNN GROVE
9:00 cm.
Sunday School
Morning Wonhip
9:30 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
910 cm.
10:30 am.
Sunday School

11111111PLE HILL UNITED
9:00•m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching

WATION CHAPEL ARE CHURCH
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Morning Service

11111111111111811
MUMMY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

EIMULFISIAHISHIP
CHUSICI OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.& 600 p.m
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
111111111L APOSTOLIC
PENTECORTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1010 LIB.
11:00 cm.
Worship Service
Sunday Night
610
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Evening & Youth Service 7:00 p.m.
DMUSPENTECOSIAL MIME
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
11 am.6:6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 sm.
Sunday School
Worship
111)0 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Wonihip
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.ra. & 7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PSIFTVICOITTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Xgr
oIXA
MILT UNTIED
CHURCH
Sunday School & %Vol-ship
10 am.
6 p.m.
Evening Worth*
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service 10 a.m.
Worship Sun.6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Schad
Wors'aip
10:50 a.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00-7:30 p.m.

FIRST PRESBY'TERIAN
Sunday School
930 cm.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LI/MISTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
11:00 cm.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
ROO a.m.
Worship
111/0 a.m.
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
pE 1'1(11
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Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.

100 N. 5th St.• Mani% KY 48071
7511-3000 • wermassIdateraimaatim

Christi; dertigee

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
12701 759-1555

MLIRRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayiedger.com
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WORSILIP
in our

airsiffuNstles
Various churches have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with lbrn 'Villaflor as assistant. Jo Lovett and Steve Sexton
will be &teeters. Acolytes will be
Elizabeth Brunn and Cheyenne
Chaney. Children's Church will
be directed by Pat Brunn. April
Arnold will direct the choir with
Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle and
Carla Halkists as accompanists.
Sunday School with Tim
Cliehey as superintendent will
be at 10:15 a.m. The Sunday
Night Bible Study and youth
activities of both Kirksey and
Goshen churches will meet at
Kirksey at 6 p.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Candleiiand Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "Faith Without
Works" with scripture from
Jones 1:17 at the 11 cm. worship service. Came Cain is song
leader with Margaret Boyd as
pianist. Sunday School is at 10
cm.
First Pligebyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "A
Place At the lbble" with scripture from Lake 15:25-32 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
lbdd Hill is choir director with
Kala Dunn as pianist. Assisting
will.
be
Rev.
David
Montgomery, liturgist. Ron and
Bev Reuter and Joan and
Whitey Adams, ushers; Chalks
Lamb, Thdd Wright, Kathie
Fleming. Harry Conley, Jim
Barnett and Cindy Barnett,communion servers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 cm.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about 'The Man Never
Heard From Again" ilith
ture from Arts 1:12-26 at the
8:30 and 11 cm. worship services. Dr. Pam Wiugler is music
director with Joan Bowker as
organist. Acolytes will be Mile
Wing:ft and Preston Ross with
Amber Meadows as acolyte par-

ent. Assisting will be Rev. Bob
Saywell, minister of visitation,
Made* Erickson, The Betts
Family and Chris Misker.
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim
Simmons, interim pastor, will
speak about'The Greatest Thief
In the World" with scripture
from Hebrews 2:1-4 at the 11
a.m. worship service and about
"Blessed Are the Mecciftd" with
acripture from Matthew 5:6 at
the 6:45 p.m. worship service.
Darren Chapman is song leader
and Donnie Chapman, deacon,
will assist. Sarah Simmons will
present special music at the
morning service. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. with Austin
Chapman as song leader and
Brian Whybark as superintendent and Discipleship Training at
6 p.m.
Scotts Greve Baptist: Bro.
John Denham, pastor, will speak
about "The Two Ways" with
scripture from Matthew 7:13-14
at the 11 cm. service. and "The
Heart Of God" with scripture
from Hosea 11:8-11 at the 6
p.m. service. Kevin Crawford is
music director and will sing a
special at the evening service.
Mary Davis, Emma Dean
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett
will be musicians. The Praise
and Worship Team will lead in
special music.
Westskie Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M.Ott, pastor, will speak
about "My Joy Is in the God of
My Salvation" with scripture
from Habaldask 3:16-19 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service. The
choir will sing "When I Survey
the Wondrous Cross" and
Carolyn Winchester will present
special music at the morning
hour. Assisting will be Steve
Smith and Jimmy Felts, deacons
of the week. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. but no evening
services will,he bow
Meesetial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Sevems, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship ricrvices
Bro. Jeff Prater is music director
and will sing at the morning
service. Misty Williams and
Kathy Thweatt are accompa-

nists. Assisting will be Ron
James, Sunday School report,
Dale Thomason, deacon, and
Kelvin York, yokefellow.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m.
First Christian: Rev. Dr.
Ruth Ragovin, minister, will
speak about 'The Ninth Won!:
The Law of Honesty" with
scripture from Exodus 20:16
and Proverbs 6:16-19 at the 9
cm.celebration worship service
and the 10:25 minder worship
service. Mark Dycus is choir
director with Donnie Hendrix,
Judith Hill and Julie Warner,
accompanists. Assisting will be
Steve Parker, worship leader;
Don Bennett and Dan McKee',
elders; Michael Arnett, Donna
Cathey, Melanie Dawson,
Carman Garland, John King and
Mitzi Parker, diaconate.
Glendale Road Chirch of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Never Leave Your
Partner Behind" with scripture
from Matthew 19:4-6 at the 9
cm. worship service and about
"Breaking Free" with scripture
from Romans 6:16-18 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be Gary Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Todd
Walker, song leader, and Karl
Smith, Cody Gibbs, Bill Nix,
Dwaine
Rogers,
Steve
Spiceland, Vernon Gantt, Jamie
Potts, Josh Smith and Walter
Steely. A short worship service
will be at 5 a.m. and a movie,
"Fireproof' will be shown at
3:45 p.m. Suolay in the church
auditorium.
Hand United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "Be Specific In
Prayer" with scripture from
Matthew 6:5-13 at the 9:45 a.m.
service. kW. Jones will be worship leader. lth lbal Jones as
the organist. Joluma Niece will
be in charge of Children's
Church. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Alan null,
pastor, will speak about "Be
Specific in Prayer" with scrip-

Limitations in Life
Question: I have • Muni
who was very active in
Christian service in hi church
and community
an
until
accident
him
left
handicapped. He
still wants
to help ethand
ers
What Wadi feels
bad
bus Dot about his
By Richard
Youngblood,
How can I
Minister Of
encourage
University
him?
Church of
Answer:
Christ
It can be
very difficult for people who
have been active in Christian
service to adjust to a more limited role. However, the person
who is facing such a challenge
can be encouraged by considering the example of the apostle
Paul. I am reminded of a statement that he wrote, "I, Paul,
write this greeting in my own
hand. Remember my chains"
(Colossians 4:18). After years
of active service, Paul was a
prisoner in Rome awaiting trial
before Caesar. Being chained to
a Roman soldier placed limitations upon this once energetic
man who had been traveling and
preaching the good news of
Jesus. His request that they
remember his chains was not
only a request for prayers, but
also an appeal for understanding. He could not come to them
or even write to them as freely
as he wanted.
Like Paul, we all have limitations of some kind. Some people, like your friend, have physical handicaps or illnesses that
place limitations upon what they
can do. Others are limited by

being too young or too old to do
some things they would like to
do. The list of things that can
Limit us is endless. Examples
would include lacking skills, the
training or financial resources,
as well as being single or having
family and job responsibilities.
People react in different ways to
these realities. Some feel guilty.
Others are unhappy or angry.
Still others acknowledge their
limitations and live as faithful
Christians who serve even
through their handicaps.
By mentioning his chains,
Paul demonstrated that he saw
no disgrace in his limitations.
He was not in prison because he
did something wrong but
because he did something right.
He preached the good news of
Jesus Christ. It would be wonderful if each of us could be
more active in Christian service,
but there are always limiting
factors.
hi addition, Paul's chains did
not prevent him from being use-

ture from Matthew 6:5-13 at the
11 cm. worship service. Kim
Myatt will give the children's
message. The choir will sing
"Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus."
Frank Coles is worship leader
with Karen Colt* and Sharon
Myatt as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 cm.
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb, pastor, will speak about
"Journey to a New Place" with
scripture from Joshua 3 and 4 at
the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship
services and about "Road to a
Meaningful Life" with scripture
from Proverbs at the 6 p.m. worship service. The choir will sing
-Great Is the Lord Almighty"
and Rachel Ronunes will sing a
solo at the morning service.
Assisting will be Boyd Smith,
associate pastor of students,
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray,
accompanists, the Praise Team,
Matt Mattingly and Bill Adams,
deacons, and Warren Edrninster
and Ron Churchill. Bible Study
will be at 9:45 a.m. and The
NET at 8 p.m.
University Church of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about 'The
Attitude We Need" with scripture from Mar* 7:24-37 and
Richard Youngblood, minister,
will speak about 'The Sinner,
the Slayers and The Savior"
with scripture from John 8:1-11
at the 5 p.m. worship service.
Danny Claiborne will be worship leader. Assisting will be
Bobby
Martin,
Carlos
Youngblood
and
Phillip
Maxwell. Bible classes will be
at 9 a.m.
Latest Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "Servants and Stewards
(What Does It Mean lb Be A
Christian? Series" with scripture
from / Corinthians 4:1-8 at the
II a.m. worship service and
about Whke Up" with ocriptute
from Ephestans 5:14-16 at the 7
p.m. worship service. Barry
Thomas will be in charge of
Kid's Corner, Jim Thurman will
play a guitar special and
Jennifer Wilson will sing "God
of Wonders" at the morning
service.

CHURCHES
Methodists schedule
'Bridges - Fall 2009'
"Bridges - Fall 2009, Dining on the Nines" will begih
Wednesday at First United Methodist Church, Murray. A specie
presentation will be at 6:15 p.m. in the church sanctuary with the
youth sharing about their summer missions trips.
There will be five sessions weekly through Oct. 14 with china
and opportunities for all ages.
This will be nursery provided for children 3 and under; Chenille
for choir and activities for preschoolers; Bridge Kidz for Bible study
and children's choirs for K-4th graders; Bridge Builders or Bible
study and activity for 5th and 6th graders; Youth Bible Study for
UMF Cafe: a casual coffee-house discussion based style Bibb
study.
Also Insights from the gospel of John known as "the spiritu*
gospel" with Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, leading the study; Tit
Thud Money Makeover with Barry Canon and Glenn Fritts leadini
the book study of the best seller by Dave Ramsey; Disciple Bibb
Study will be an intensive and highly meaningful 34 week look *
the Bible and will meet from 6 to 8:30 p.m.
A meal will be served from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m. with the cost belt*
$4 for adults, $3.50 per child not to exceed $15 per fetidly.
Reservations for this first session must be made by nooh on
Tuesday. For more information call the church office at 753-J8I2.,
,

WWII pilot to
:
;
search German
cellar for lost wings'
Dr NOWA WM

Associated Press INriter
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
Sixty-five-years ago, 1st Lt.
Bemerd Harding huddled in a
cellar with a few other airmen
captured by German farmers
and buried his pilot's wings,
fearful he'd be beaten or shot as
an American bomber pilot.
Now, at age 90, Harding
wants his wings back. He's
headed to Gertnany on Sunday
and hopes — with the help of a
Gamin doctor — to find die
fann house cellar and dig up the
3-inch long metal !!ings.tble he
ha imiany pinned to his ësât
The house was in tural Klein
Quenstedt (pronounced klyn
KWEN'-shied),
Germany,
southwest of Berlin, he said.
"I know exactly where the
wings are. They're not very
deep. I won't newt* shovel," he
said in a fimi, clear voice during a telephone interview from
his Milford, N.H., home.
A month after the D-Day
invasion
of Normandy, Harding
will say it again: Rejoicer
was
a
25-year-old
II-24 pilot
(Philippians 4:4). This kind of
when he
flying
Ms
14th
mission
joy is found in a relationship
was
shot
down.
Harding,
a
with the Lord, a relationship that
member
of
the
8th
Air
Force's
can never be limited by any
492nd Bomb Gtoup, was leadhandicap this wait' may bring.
ing
nine other 11-244 in the
Finally, Paul knew that his
859th
squadron on a daylight
eternal hope was not limited by
mission
to bomb an aircraft
his chains. Success in the eyes
manufacturing
plant
in
of God is not measured in the
Bemburgh
on
July
7,
1944.
He
way we humans measure success. All our Lord God has ever. was carrying 11 other soldiers
asked of us is that we do what on his plane.
He had just dropped his bomb
we can with what we have right
load
when the support planes
where we are (Mark 14:9; Luke
that
kept
German fighters at bay
12:48; 1 Corinthians 8:12). Thu
were
diverted
to protect
your friend that the Lord knows
bombers
in
another
squadron.
his handicaps and understands
Shortly
afterward,
German
his limitations. He also knows
fighters
crippled
his
plane,
his heart. That is what is impornicknamed
Georgette,
and
tant to our God of grace and
Harding
ordered
his
crew
to
mercy.

ful in Christian service. In
another letter from prison, Paul
wrote: "Now I want you to
know, brothers, that what has
happened to me has really
served to advance the gospel.
As a result, it has become clear
throughout the whole palace
guard and to everyone else that I
am in chains for Christ.
Because of my chains, most of
the brothers in the Lord have
been encouraged to speak the
word of God more courageously
and fearlessly" (Philippians
1:12-14). Paul was not where he
wanted to be, but God had a plan
that used him right where he
was. Your friend may not be
able to do what he formerly did:
but by faith in the goodness and
wisdom of God, he can still
serve to the glory of God.
Neither did Paul allow his
(Send questions or comments
chains to mar his happiness. He to University Church of Christ,
sang hymns in prison (Acts 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
16:25) and wrote his most posi- or phone 270-753-1881. This
tive letter from prison, saying, article is reproduced on the web:
"Rejoice in the Lord always. I www.nchrist.org I
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parachute.
"Our inboard engines were oti
fire. :e
e lost every control;
gave
order for everyone to
bail out. I bailed out last,"
Harding said.
All 10 planes in his squach;on,
carrying about 100 crewniets
and pilots were shot down, he
recalled.. At least half died, he
said. Of the 12 men aboard.
Geoniette, only one died th*
day, shot in the head by hip
German captors, Harding found
out later. The others were at
captured and survived the ‘fai.;
taik have lance died.
Wading landed in a flesh'''.
cut wheat field. Three farñierg,.
two with pitchforks and oni
with a gas, captured him and
herded him into the cellar. Thee
held him until German arm,.
officers could take charge..
Two other oilmen who had
been shot down were ahead"
being held when Harding'
arrived. He dug a hole and
buried his wings.
"We were there a while. We
bean' a wagon rumbling .over
the cobbissones," he said: A young German who sPokt
English ordered the airmen. tb
take the body of a dead
American airman off the
wagon.
Afterseveral hours, GertnanN
soldiers loaded the captured
Americans into a van that took
them to Halberstadt Air Force
Base. About 100 other
Americans had been roundeli
up from 36 planes shct dowh
that day, Harding said. Three
days later, they were kalkOeil
onto a tram to Frankfurt, intetrogated and then sent to a prigoner of war camp in Barth. :

Worship on the Law*
at

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th St • Murray, KY

Sunday, September 6, 2009
lab Fellowship starts at 4:00 p.m. leo
Meal at 8:00 p.m.
Worship Service at 6:00 p.m.
O— Muir.6# Jim Oilla

M

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Opals 1a6of Day 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
NEW HOURS BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 8th
Open Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Serving Caffish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.corn
Stilt Owned &
the WINlams Flynt

270-436-5496

Bro. Sammy Cunningham, Pastor of Grace Baptist invites the
community to join in this special time of worship.
For more information call tie church office

at 713-7599
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Looking Back
Play Golf Tournament.
10 years ago
Murray State University is in
40 years ago
Calloway County Chapter of
the process of converting the
Curris Center Bowling Lanes into American Red Cross has collecta new fitness facility that will
ed $500 for aid to victims of
be as ailable for MSU students Hurricane Camille on the Gulf
Coast.
and employees
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of SinkPublished is a picture of Brenda Volp, substitute teacher at ing Spring Baptist Church, is the
North Elementary School, read- speaker for the revival services
ing a book in the school library at Kirksey Baptist Church. Rev.
to a class of PI students. The David Brasher is pastor of Kirkphotograph was by Staff Pho- sey church.
tographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
Res Allan Beane is the new to Mr. and Mrs.Lannie Mize, Sept.
pastor of Sugar Creek Baptist 2.
Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
20 years ago
Executive Council met at the
Preliminary figures at the end home of Mrs. George Cossey.
of the first week of registration
Mrs. Charles Burkeen is presiat Murray State University indi- dent of the WMU.
cate the head count enrollment
50 years ago
will top 8.000 for the 1989 fall
Dr. C.C. Lowry of Murray
semester, according to Phil Bryan, will present a paper on "Ten
dean of admissions and records. Years Experience with Hip FracMurray High School Tigers tures in a Rural Hospital" at the
won 20-0 over Crittenden Coun- meeting of the Kentucky State
ty Rockets in a football game Medical Association Sept. 21-24.
at Holland Stadium, Murray.
Elected as officers of the MurJames Wood, Judy Canter and ray City School Faculty Club were
Tripp Tibbets, members of the Prentice Lassiter, president; W.P.
Calloway County High School (Dub) Russell, vice president,
Chapter of the Future Fanners and Clara Griffin, sccrretary.
of America, participated in a LiveBro. Paul Matthews, minister
stock Judging Clinic at Murray of Seventh & Poplar Church of
State University. James Gilbert Christ, is speaker at a gospel meetis the chapter adviser.
ing at Pleasant Valley Church of
30 years ago
Christ.
Published is a picture of Mur60 years ago
ray Middle School Student CounFire destroyed the home of
cil members who were installed Mr. and Mrs. J.A. McCord at
at a special assembly. Officers 407 North 6th St., on Sept. 1,
include Roger Dunn, president, according to Murray Fire Chief
Wege Rushing, vice president, W.O. Spencer.
Kim Wilham,secretary, and Greer
Another fire destroyed the
Houston, treasurer. Also pictured home of Doris Harmon on the
are the representatives and alter- East Highway area.
nates for the classes.
Pvt. Bobby G. Moore, son of
Lori Burkeen presented a pro- Mr. and Mrs. R.G. Moore of
gram on "United Methodist Murray, is now stationed at Camp •
Beliefs" at a meeting of the Breckenridge in Western KenWoman's Association of Inde- tucky_
pendence
United
Methodist
Showing at the Varsity TheChurch.
ater is "Ma and Pa Kettle" starRoy Cothran was the winner ring Marjorie Main and Percy
of the Oaks Country Club Medal Kilbridc.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Woman lacks the gumption
to come to her own defense
DEAR ABBY: I am 23 and
have never been able to stand
up for myself. I have an extremely sloppy roommate whom I
always have to clean up after,
a former fiance I want to cut
ties with, and an overbearing
mother who treats me like a child.
I
know
I'm in these
situations
because
I
have allowed
them to happen. I'd like
to be able to
speak
my
mind without
of what
Dear Abby fear
will happen,
but
it's
By Abigail
almost as if
Van Buren
I feel blackmailed, and sticking up for myself
will make them angry. Any advice
you can offer will be much
appreciated. -- WANTS TO
SPEAK UP, ST. LOUIS, MO.
DEAR WANTS TO SPEAK
(JP: Stop for a moment and
look at what being a peoplepleaser has gotten you -- a roommate who takes advantage, a
former fiance who won't stop
clinging, and a mother yOu're
afraid of having a frank talk
with. Are you afraid if you have
an unpleasant conversation that
they won't "like" you?
By refusing to speak up, what
you're doing is encouraging more
of the same. However, if you
draw the line with your roommate and stop acting like her
maid, she might straighten up - or move -- which would free
you to find someone with better personal habits. If you tell
your former fiance it's time to
hit the road, you will free him
to find someone else, which

Today In Ohtani
By The Assodated Press
Today is Friday, Sept. 4, the
247th day of 2009. There are 118
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 4. 1781, Los Angeles was founded by Spanish settlers led by Gov, Felipe de Neve.
On this date:
In 1886,a group of Apache Indians led by Geronimo surrendered
to Gen. Nelson Miles at Skeleton
Canyon in Arizona.
In 1888, George Eastman
received a patent for his roll-film
box camera, and registered his
trademark: "Kodak."
In 1893, English author Beatnx Potter first told the story of
Peter Rabbit in the form of a
"picture letter" to Noel Moore,
the son of Potter's former governess.
In 1917, the American Expeditionary Forces in France suf1E3 A I3Y Ell Ill

fered their first fatalities during
World War 1 when a German plane
attacked a British-run base hospital.
In 1948, Queen Wilhelmina of
the Netherlands abdicated after
nearly six decades of rule for
health reasons.
, In 1951. President Harry S.
Tillman addressed the twice Inn
the Japanese peace treaty conference in San Francisco in the first
live, coast-to-coast television
broadcast.
In 1957, Arkansas Gov. Orval
Faubus used Arkansas National
Guardsmen to prevent nine black
students from entering all-white
Central High School in Little Rock.
Ford Motor Co. began selling its
iil-fated Edsel.
In 1969, the Food and Drug
Administration issued a report calling birth control pills "safe,"
despite a slight risk of fatal blood-

clotting disorders linked to the pills.
In 1971, an Alaska Airlines jet
crashed near Juneau. killing all
1 l 1 people on board.
In 1984, Canada's Progressive
Conservatives, led by Brian Mulroney, won a landslide victory in
.
gmend, 4gusimi
90,3 11Pa
,
C
N,
rats headedsa
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Ten years ago: Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat signed
a breakthrough land-for-security
agreement during a ceremony in
Shamt El-Sheikh, Egypt. Martin
Frankel,a Connecticut money manager aixused of cheating insurance companies in five states out
of more than $200 million, was
arrested in Germany. (Frankel was
later sentenced to nearly 17 years
in a federal prison.)

.)
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Reader questions
osteopenia meds
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column every day and have
learned many helpful things, but
I've never written before. I am
concerned about a decision I have
to make soon regarding Reclast
or Forteo for my osteopenia. I'm
not sure I want to take either
one, but my
DEXA (dual
energy X-ray
absorptiometry)scan indicates I should.
I've
always taken
calcium with
vitamin D and
magnesium.
also
Dr. Gott I've
taken Evista
and calcitonin
By
daily.
Peter
Gott
Dr.
I take Protonix for reflux, and I learned
from your column that acid pills
affect absorption. I have no major
health problems, but I do have
allergies to antibiotics, some foods
and trees. Therefore. I'm afraid
of all the chemicals in allergy shots.
I am 88 and still walk on my
own. What would you suggest? I've
talked to an endocrinologist once.

would actually be doing him a
favor. And as for your mother,
wouldn't it be healthier to air
your feelings than harbor the
resentment you're nursing')
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married to a wonderful man for
28 years. My problem is his
mother, "Hildegarde," has always
been overly attached to him, so
much so that we moved out of
state to get away from her.
Hildegarde has now not only
moved to our same small town,
but to a home just up the street!
My husband works long hours,
and his mother expects him to
visit her daily. If he gets a day
off and we do something together, she cries to anyone who will
listen that her son "never comes
to see her."
This is affecting our marriage. Hildegarde acts like a jilted lover, and I am considering
divorcing him to get away from
her. Can you please help me?
-- TRAPPED LIKE RATS IN
COLORADO
DEAR TRAPPED: Nowhere
in your letter have you mentioned your husband's feelings
about his mother's antics. Surely he must have known she was
considering the move. Was he
afraid to discourage her?
If ever I heard of a couple
who needed couples counseling,
it's you two. You must stick
together and form a united front.
Hildegarde may also need a therapist to help her understand that
her neediness is over the top.
But exit the marriage only as a
last resort, because if you do,
you'll be leaving him to her,
and she is insatiable.

Thanks for any help you can pro-

vide.
DEAR READER: Bone-mineral-density testing measures the
level of minerals in bones. Readings classify how strong and dense
bones are. The DEXA scan you
refer to is a bone-mineral-densi-

ty test similar to an X-ray. Some
individuals have osteopenia (loss
of bone calcium and phosphorus)
without a loss of bone density
because of disease, specific treatments or other conditions.
Osteopenia itself refers to levels lower than the normal range,
but not low enough to be classified as osteoporosis. If osteope-

ma is diagnosed, the probability
of advancement to osteoporosis is
likely. Bones don't reach their
greatest density until about the
age of 30. As we age, our bones
lose density naturally, become thinner and weaken, thus increasing
the risk of fracture.
Proper diet begun at an early
age is vital. Consuming foods
with vitamin D and calcium,
weight-bearing exercises and the
avoidance of excessive alcohol
and cola begun at an early age
will work toward maintaining
healthy bones. The condition is
not confined to women. Males
are also susceptible; however, they
are generally diagnosed at a later
age.
Reclast is administered intravenously on a yearly basis. If diet
is inadequate, the medication
should be supplemented with calclone and vitamin D. Common:.,
adverse reactions include headache,::.
arthralgias, pain in the extremities and fever.
Forteo is administered as an
injection under the skin of the stomach or thigh. It should not be
used for longer than two years without specific advice from your'•
physician. Common adverse reactions include nausea, vomiting,
constipation, muscle weakness,
rapid heartbeats and a feeling of
lightheadedness during the administration. The FDA placed a blackbox warning on this product a
few years ago because of the
prevalence of an increase in malignant bone tumors performed on
rats.
These, as with all medications,
run the potential of unwanted side
effects. Therefore, I recommend
you have a frank discussion with
your physician regarding both
drugs. Express your concerns, and
listen carefully to the responses.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for a straight answer. observe.
Good feelings return with exciteSaturday, Sept. 5, 2009:
This year, your actions make a ment.
difference. Kick negativity out GEMINI(May 21-Jums 20)
of your life; lose the word "no." **** A must-show situation
could get you past negativfty.
You'll discover that the end
Somehow you feel as If everyresults are far better. Many thing
always lands on you.
times, your knee-jerk reactions Whether you like It or not, that
prevent you from getting what seems to be the case. When all's
you honestly deserve. Learn to said and done, you might want
hold back some, and respond to revise that thought at the end
14-piteorifingly.if you Are single, of the day, Of in a few dews. .reIs
ycgi. ha* CANCER

.*****
esp.
Keep,
y more c
c
think, especially in 2010. If you a problem and
new way of looking at things.
are attached, with acceptance,
Your sense of humor opens
the two of you will develop a many doors.
Flex more and let
more exciting bond. PISCES go of preconceived opinions.
has the same issues as you, but a
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
different approach
*** Close relating draws othThe Stars Show the Kind of ers into your thinking. Suddenly
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; they get it. Up till now, you have
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; not been able to instill your ideas
in others. The element of sur1 -Difficult
prise plays a significant role.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
****
You might not be so sure
** You might want to sound off.
If you really feel this emoting will of yourself. Did you wake up on
help, by all means, do so. Later the wrong side of the bed?
in the day, you'll see life with When dealing with a problem, try
renewed interest and more a new attitude or approach.
excitement. Use your present What you have been doing isn't
working.
mood as an excuse for a nap or
LJBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
some other pleasurable activity.
**** Dig into a project, and
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** A child's or a loved one's just get it done! All the negativity
surrounding you needs to be disactions or attitude could set you
pelled. You feel surprisingly
on your haunches. Understand
renewed by events and what
what is going on. If you don't get

occurs. Once you get past this
"burden," nearly everything
looks like a piece of cake.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity surges.
You feel on top of your game";
How you handle a matter and,:
the choices you make will be.,
much different in the p.m. You-'
have a unique way of cleann:.
with issues.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21)
know
teui •

toes. Throw negativity in the
Oarbage•
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** What you say has an
impact. Though you might not bik:
as empathetic as you would like$
or see the whole picture, you for
ret your way through a puzzle.
Others prove to be unpredictable::
but responsive.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 10)
*** Clearly you didn't expect te.
landslide on your path. You discover exactly what has been,
going on with someone close.
Once information comes for-'
ward, you can handle a situation.'
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others prove to be
highly responsive, even if they
find you a bit too spontaneous.
You help shake another person
out of his or her mood. Use your
combined energy and magnetism.
ga
gu
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1 Gullet
4 Jar tops
8 Colorado resort
12 Tabloid topic
13 Viking name
14 Mme Gluck
of opera
15 Back again
16—. vide, via
17 Upper limits
18 Laundry chore
20 Violin middle
21 Sporty truck
22 Hankenng
23 Phony duck
26 Fair treatment
30 Yale athlete
31 — ctioy
32 Name
in chemicals
33 Roll out,
as dough
36 Maxim
38 Just scrape by
39 Had dinner
40 Emcee's
remarks
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WELL, IT WAS OKAY..YOU
HOW las 51401J1D HAVE
5C“001.7
BEEN THERE.

, MAYBE 50.
WE BEEN LYING
MERE UNDER THE
OW ALL DAY
THINKING.

I WONDER IF I
COULD JUST SKIP
KINDERGARTEN

3

I COULD JUST
60 RIGHT ON
TO THE HEAVY
STUFF
rnewpo•
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43 Gave a leg up
47 Way out
48 Yield,
as interest
49 Ben & Jerry
rival
50 Dog in 'Beetle
Bailey"
51 Place
52 Historical
period
53 Wolfs
expression
54 Attired
55 Guided

Answer to Previous Purrie
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1 Glove
alternative
2 Frizzy coif
3 Lanolin source
4 High spirits
5 Dunne or
Castle
6 Game show
sound
7 Compete
in a slalom

11
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9-4 CI 2009 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
8 Unoccupied
9 Kirghiz
mountains
10 Bratty kids
11 Persist
19 Twosome
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20 Craven
Of Unsold
22 Hearty laugh
23 Phone tno
24 Budding
extension
25 Undercover
org
26 -- Voight
of films
27 Spud sr
28 Gear
29 Meadow
browser
31 Hairy insect
34 F nght
35 Round stopper
36 Made up for
37 -- Moines
39 Ventricle
neighbor
40 Artifact
41 Reminder
42 Lug along
43 It may be
posted
44 WM duck
45 Move inch by
inch
46 Applied henna
48 PC key
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RACER SOCCER ROUNDUP

Acreman
fills out
wish list for
Racer Classic

early
foods
Icium,
id the
lcohol
y age
aining
ion is
Males
r, they
a later

MSU PLAYS ALABAMA
A&M TODAY, WILL HOST
SIU-E SUNDAY

intraIf diet
cation
Ii cal
tremi--:

Dy MICHAEL WINN
Sports Editor
Two thoughts came to mind when Beth Acreman put
together her outline for the annual Racer Classic.
The first was to get some home games under the feet
of her soccer stars after opening the season on the road.
The second, and the one that Acreman is most excited
about, is to give local fans some quality soccer over the
weekend.
Acreman and the Murray State women's soccer team
will put on the second Racer Classic this weekend, all the
while trying to notch the first victory under their belt.
Murray State will play host to three teams, Alabama
A&M, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville and
Georgia State.
The Racers will first play Alabama A&M on Friday
and then play SIU-E on Sunday.
"Obviously for us we're very happy to have some
home games, especially after coming off three straight
road games." Acreman said. "Alabama A&M is a team
that we played last year and is a pretty good team and
SIU-E is a team that beat us right at the end of our game
with them, so I know the girls will be up to performing
on their home field for the first time this season."
The Racers are glad to be home after starting the season 0-2 on the road, with defeats coming against
Arkansas-Little Rock and SEC powerhouse, Vanderbilt.
The Racers are 16-13-2 at Cutchin Field since 2006.
From here, Murray State will venture down the road
and stay in tournament mode. playing in UT Martin's
weekend tournament.
Acreman feels staying in close proximity and playing
a tournament-like atmosphere should pay dividends for
what she calls a "young squad."
"We're very excited about this group," Acreman
added."We started off slow in our first couple of games.
We do have a lot of new players coming in, so we are a
young team in some regards, but again, we want to get
ourselves going in the next imple,of games and start performing to our potential. ,. •
"We're still making some mistakes that are unacceptable for us, but we've been working hard this past week
to correct those. I think the team has bonded really well
and now we just have to start producing on the field a little better than we have been."
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MICHAEL DANN / Lodger & Times
Marcus Harris eludes a would-be Kentucky Wesleyan tackier in the first half Thursday night at Stewart Stadium. Harris
would
finish the game with 225 all-purpose yards, including a punt return, kickoff return and reception all for touchdowns
in the seeson-opening win over the Panthers.

halm Supt.4
SIU-E vs. Georgia State
2:00prn
Murrey State vs. Alabama WA
4:30pm
Sept
Alabama A&M vs. Georgia Stele
12:00pm
Murray Stale vs. SIU-Eckvaithwille
2:30pm
The championship dew Racer Classic will be doodad by me folkwring
points system
$glib
Win
Tie
Goal scaled (Max of ewes per match)
&PIM
Shutout
Mold
There is•maximum of seven points per match a learn awl eam awry
viln the match. SC0111 at toast three goals and post a shutout

RACERS KICK OFF SEASON IN STYLE
Dy MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Marcus Harris did a backflip before the
game. Tamar Butler was busy playing the air
guitar.
It was a party-like atmosphere at Stewart
Stadium Thursday night for the opening of the
college football season at Murray State and the
Racers didn't disappoint.
104
The Racers handled Kentucky Wesleyan 6610, thanks in part to a staunch defense to start
the game and the emergence of Harris at the
end.
Harris finished off the last three scores with
a kickoff return for 86 yards, followed by a 13yard touchdown catch and concluded the night
with a 75-yard punt return.
The 6-foot-I, I85-pound junior out of
Kirkwood High School in St. Louis finished the
game with 225 all-purpose yards, including 125
on kick returns and another 83 on punt returns.
•
Defensively, Murray State was led by Tamar
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger &'Times
Butler's 17 total tackles. No other player fin- Murray State's Prince Nwagbara finds an opening for this 9-yard touchdown run
ished in double figures, but the Racer D did pro- prior to halftime Thursday night. It was one of three rushing
touchdowns Murray
State would score on the evening.
lb See RACERS,28

BOYS SOCCER ROUNDUP

Tigers thwart
Mayfield early
CURD, BOKENO NOTCH TWO
GOALS APIECE TO LEAD MHS
Nowt
Today he Prep Spats
Murray scored three
pociaim
goals in the first 20 1Aurrey at Fulton City
7-30 p.m.
5 p.m.
minutes en route to a 6- Calloway Co at Trigg Co
Girls Smoot
0
victory
over Calloway Co vs. AshMnd Blazer 9 p.m.
Mayfield
in
2nd
— Kentucky 13ank Ledy Colonel
District play Thursday
Classic at Bouihon Co
night
at
Mallary
France Soccer Complex.
The Tigers remained perfect in the district, improving
to 2-0 and 6-1 overall. Mayfield fell to 0-3-1 in district
play.
The black and gold defense allowed just one shot on
goal, which was saved by Will Hudson, while Murray
took 23 shots.
111 See SOCCER,28

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP: GRAVES CO. 2, CALLOWAY CO.0
TOMMY DIU_ARD /
Ledger & Times

Eagles pitch shutout in district win
MORRIS: LAKERS NEED TO LEARN TO PLAY FROM BEHIND
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
First-year Calloway County coach
Brandon Morris figured his team would
drop a few matches early this season
based on youth and inexperience alone.
Chalk up Thursday's 2-0 loss at the
hands of Graves County at Jim Nix
Soccer Complex in that category
The Laker% played the defending
region runners-up to a 0-0 stalemate at
halftime, but after the Eagles scored on
a free kick in the 37th minute, Calloway

School
Marshall County
Murray
Graves Co
Calloway Co
Mayfield

Dist'--

2-0 (5-0-1)
2-0(6-1)
1-1-1 (2-2-1)
1-2 (1-3)
0-4(0-6)

spent most of the rest of the evening on
the defense.
The Eagles' had the depth advantage

over the [Akers and substituted fresh
players in and out throughout the second half, but Morris credited his team's
loss to a mental wearing-down rather
than a physical one.
"I think we just have to learn to play
from behind," he said. "Once we get
down a goal. we have to learn that it's
part of the game and we can't lose our
heads. It's going to happen, especially
in this district.The game was a crucial one in the
•See LAKERS, 28
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Calloway
County's Blake
Maness shows
some footwork
as he attempts
to
maintain
possession
against
a
Graves County
d efender
Thursday night
at
Jim
Nix
S occer
Complex.
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Marshall
sweeps
Lady Tigers
Stan lbeert
Marshall County handed
Murray a 3-0 loss in 4th District
play Thursday night at Tiger
Gymnasium.
The Lady Marshals took the
first game 25-13, the second 25II and the third 25-17 and
improved to 3-0 in district play
while handing the Lady Tigers
their second district loss of the
week.
Lauren Dieleman dished out
14 assists and had nine digs for
Murray while Taylor Butler
notched seven kills and turned
in an 0.583 hitting percentage.
Catherine Claywell added four
kills.
In junior varsity action, the
Lady Marshals notched another
straight-game victory, winning
2-0(21-5, 21-8).
Alex Page had two assists for
the Lady Tigers while Katelyn
Robinson and Cayla Guge each
had a 1.000 hitting percentage.
Murray travels to Ballard
Memorial on Tuesday for a 5
p.m. start.

ono

in 11111111IT
SUM=

School

Okt.(Ovine

Marshall County

"
(9-3)
2-1 (8-6)
1-2(8-5)
0-3(3-9)

qhr. Fellowship

Murray
Calloway Co.

LOUISVILLE
FOOTBALL

MSU CROSS COUNTRY

TOP-RANKED WOMEN'S TEAM BEGINS
CAMPAIGN FOR OVC TITLE
OFMW Sparb blermatiem
The Murray State men's and
women's cross country teams
will open their 2009 season on
Friday, Sept. 4, at the Belmont
Opener in Nashville, Tennessee.
The women's 4k race begins at
530 p.m., while the men's 5k
race is scheduled for 6 p.m.
Competing with the host
Bruins and the Racers will be
Alabama, Alabama A&M,
UAB, Austin Peay, Cumberland
(TN), Lipscomb, MTSU,
Tennessee,
Union
(KY),
Vanderbilt
and
Western
Kentucky.
The women's team, which
finished second at last year's
OVC Championship and was
picked first in the OVC preseason poll, is looking to claim its

Championship last season.
Magnuson earned second-team
All-OVC honors and finished
eighth, while being named OVC
freshman of the year.
Also returning for the Racers
Omer
are
seniors Kristen Miller and
When: 5.30 pm (women's 4K),6 p.m
(men's 5K)
Kristin Reffett, junior Ashley
Where: Nashville, Tenn
Myszka and sophomores Kayla
The SW: Alabama, Alebenu MM.
Crusham
and Bridget Stichnot.
Alabarna-Birmingham, Amen Posy.
Belmont, Cumberland
The men's team placed
Lipscomb, Middle Tennessee, Murray
eighth in last years OVC cham9Ists. linimeass, Union (Ky.),
pionship and open the 2009 seaVandeibiN, Western Kinks:ft
son with a seventh place OVC
first championship of the sea- preseason ranking. The men
son. They have returned several return three seniors: Andrew
prominent runners including Beckman, Jack Findley and
Katelyn
Jones,
Taylor Andrew Smithson.
Crawford, Karissa Magnuson,
The Racers will also look for
Jami Kloenne and Asenath strong performances from
Na'Aman.
returners Theron Chalepah,
Jones and Crawford earned Ryan Millard and Andy Pack.
first-team All-OVC honors after The men have added three
finishing third and seventh, freshmen as well, two of which
respectively, at the OVC earned all-state honors.

Today
mom*

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Simmons fires 32, paces Lakers in win
Still lisped
Calloway County swept a trimatch versus Marshall County
and Massac County (Ill.)
Thursday at Oaks Country Club.
Behind a personal-best 32
from Brock Simmons,the Laker
boys fired a 143 and finished
one-under par as a team, eight
strokes ahead of Marshall. The
Marshals shot 151 and Massac
shot 161.
Simmons finished four-under
par to set the pace for the
Lakers. Behind him, Daniel
Harper, Hunter Garrison and
Matt McReynolds each turned

in 37. Chasten Howard shot 39
and Austin Miles shot 41.
On the girls side, the Lady
Lakers shot 184 as a team and
edged the Lady Marshals by two
strokes.
Katie Tindell led the way
with a 42,followed by Madison
Connell at 44 and Madison
Contri at 48. Summer Simmons
shot 50, Safiah Hassan shot 54
and Chelsea Holzschuh shot 58.
Calloway will host Heath
Tuesday at Oaks Country Club.

Ron-_W,Coal
Blake Graham led Murray
with a two-over par 38 Thursday

From Pp* 1B
at the end of the game concernduce a 50-yard fumble recovery ing the quarterback position.
by Harry McCall and two "It's evident early that we
safeties, one of which came weren't alert, and that's on me.I
was really disappointed that we
from Justin Clark.
Erik Fennell and Tyler Evans took a delay of garne coming
each had a sack, while McCall out of a timeout. That's unheard
and John Jean Baptiste each fin- of, that's lackadaisical. It won't
happen aPin."
ished with an interception.
. The most interesting story11,utt particular play averred
.r hoe to play itself out Thursday with Yantko manning the
night was at the quarterback offense. The following series,
position, where prior to the Ehrhardt was insetted.
"I was disappointed with
game, head coach Matt Griffin
said incumbent quarterback Jeff some slow starts offensively,
Ehrhardt and named starter but I thought the defensive realNico Yantko would see equal ly carried the play thought,"
Griffin said. "I was so very
playing time.
Yantko finished 2-for-2 for pleased with the way they ran,
eight yards and two yards rush- their speed and as we talked
ing. Ehrhardt followed suit and about last week, we expected
finished the game by going 10 that.
"Both of those guys (Yantko
of 18 for 138 yards and two
and Ehrhardt) just didn't seem
touchdowns.
"ft played itself out and we focused. After Jeff settled in
used tonight as another practice after his second series he was
game/scrimmage," Griffin said fine. We had the 3rd and 3in the

•Soccer
From Page 1B
Murray's early pressure created turnovers and good scoring
opportunities, on which the
Tigers capitalized.
Matt Hines opened the scoring at the 32-minute mark on a
goal off an assist by Jeremy
Curd.
Three minutes later, Alex
Bokeno found the back of the

net off a Mark Stubblefield
assist.
At the 27-minute mark, Curd
sc.ored off a Ryan Greer assist to
cap off the early flurry of scoring.
Murray struck again with 13
minutes remaining in the half on
a Bokeno goal off a Jordan
Benton assist.
The Tigers made it 5-0 at

as the Tigers took victory in a tri
match at Murray Country Club
with a team score of 158.
Jordan Smith fired a 39.
David Vinson shot 40 and Jay
Roth and Ian Holmes each
tamed in 41 strokes to round out
the contingent.
On the girls side. Murray
shot 220 as a team and was led
by Christina Veach, who fired a
49. Beth Graham shot 53 while
Barlena Sheets and Hannah
Williams each turned in 56.
The Tigers host Mayfield and
Community
Christian
on
Tuesday.

IE
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Racers open season at Belmont

Cardinals •Racers
hoping for
answers
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Steve Kragthorpe listened to the
question, cracked a small smile
and raised his hand as if wardia.
"
otTia defendez
"I'm not going to go
the Louisville coach sai
asked whether he'd pull his
starters early if the Cardinals are
in control of their season-opener
against Indiana State on
Saturday.'That would be on the
bulletin board this afternoon."
And after a turbulent 2008 in
which the Cardinals endured
their first losing season in more
than a decade, Kragthorpe
knows the last thing his team
can afford to do is look past anyone,even the Sycamores.
Indiana State (0-1), a memof
ber
the
Football
Championship Subdivision, has
lost 51 of its last 52 games,
including a baffling overtime
loss to Quincy — an NAIA
school — last week.
Still, the Cardinals remain
wary. This will be their only
game to work out the kinks
before facing rival Kentucky on
Sept. 19. And given the roster
turnover of the past 12 months,
there could be plenty of kinks to
go around.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American Loewe
At A Glenne
All Tease COT
By The Aseoeiseed Press
East Division
W L Pot GB
New 'rbik
—
86 48.642
Boston
73 55.586 7 1/2
Tampa Bay
72 61.54113 1/2
Toronto
50 74.44426 1/2
Ballirnore
54 80.403 32
Central Division
W L Pot GB
Detroit
72 61.541
—
Minnesota
5
67 66.504
Chicago
7
86 89.489
Cleveland
14
58 75.436
Kansas City
51 82.383 21
West DIviekin
W L Pot GB
Um Angeles
78 54.501
Texas
75 56.564 3 1/2
Beetle
71 U.526 8 1/2
Osidend
59 75.440 20
Thursdays Game*
Detroit 4. Cleveland 3.10 innings
Chicago White Sox 5, Chicago Cubs 0
N.Y. Yankees 10. Toronto 5
Boston 6, Tampa Bay 3
Beetle 7, Oakland 4
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Cleveland, 6:06 p.m.
leen at Baltimore, 6:06 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees al Toronto, 6:07 p.m.
Dame at Tamps Bay, 6:38 p.m.
LA. Angels at Kansas City, 7:10 p.m.
Boston at Chicago While Sox. 7:11 p.m.
Sestet at Oakland, 9:06 p.m.
eaturdare Game
N.Y. Yankees(Peels 12-6) at Toronto
(Ow* 8-3). 12:07 p.m.
Boston (Tazawa 2-3)at Chicago White
Sox (G.Floyd 10-9), 9:10 p.m.
Minnesota (S.Batrar 12-7)at Cleveland
(Masterson 4-6), 3-10 p.m.
Texas(Millwood 104)at Baltimore
(Mediu 3-2). 3:10 p.m.
Detrolt (Gelarrags 6-10) at Tamps Bay
(J.Shisids 9-10), 1108 p.m.
LA. Angels (Lackey 9-7) at Kansas City
(Gniinke 13-8), 6:10 p.m.
Seattle (French 4-4) at Oakland
(Bre.Andernion 7-10). 8:05 p.m.

red zone before the second field
goal and we have a home run
with Marcus Harris and we miss
it. We don't even look at. The
great thing about all of that is it
is the first game and we have
some great teach tape. I'm really excited to watch tape with
them."
Still, Griffin was in awe of From Page 18
Harris' • trifecta, calling it district standings, perhaps more
so for the rebuilding Eagles,
impressive.
"The kickoff return, he had a who had yet to pick up a victolong touchdown against our ry in the grouping.
It's Calloway that now finds
defense in our second scrimmage of camp that we all kind itself a step back at 1-2 in disof laughed at him, both staffs, trict play.
"I knew we'd take our
offensive and defensive, where
we chuckled because people knocks early just because it's a
had angles on him and couldn't new team," Morris said.
tackle him. Honest to goodness, "We've got a lot of young guys
it was like slow motion. We getting playing time. Our whole
laughed because it was like a goal is to be a dangerous team
man among boys and when he come district tournament time."
Perhaps the most crucial
made that cut to midfield, it
looked like the same exact play component to becoming a team
that can challenge favorites
from that scrimmage."
Marshall County and Murray is
senior
goalkeeper
Reid
McDaniel, who kept things
halftime with a Curd goal at the closer than perhaps they should
have been on Thursday.
6-minute mark.
He kept the game tied with
Ryan Greer scored the final
under
two minutes remaining in
goal of the night at the 10minute mark of the second half. the first half, punching away an
Mayfield goalkeeper Austin Eagle strike that was headed for
McReynolds collected 12 saves the top of the goal.
McDaniel came through
on the night.
The Tigers return to action with a similar save late in the
Tuesday with a district match at second half, getting full extension to reach a ball that would
Graves County.
have been over the heads of

NeiOnd LOWS
At A Glens*
AN Thew CDT
By The Aseeeteeed Frees
last levhden
W LPct GO
Philadelphia
77 54.6116
—
Atlanta
70 64.522 8 1/2
Ronda
70 64.522 8 1/2
New York
60 74.446161/2
Washington
46 88.94332 1/2
Central Don
W L Pot GB
79 56.585
St Louis
—
Chicago
67 66.50610 1/2
Milwaukee
65 88.489
13
irs 70.474 15
HouslOri
Cincinnati
18
80 73.451
Pillaixagh
63 79.40624 1/2
West Division
W L Pet OR
Los Angeies
80 66.503
—
Colorado
74 80.662 5 1/2
61/2
San Francisco
61.545
73
Arizona
61 74.452
19
San Diego
59 76.437 21
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee 4. St. Louis 3
Chicago White Sox 5, Chicago Cube 0
N.Y. Meta 8, Colorado 3
Philadelphia 2. San Francisco 1
Florida 6, Atlanta 3
L.A Dodgers 4, Artzons 2
Fridays Games
Florida at Washington, 6:05 p.m.
Si. Louts at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at N.Y. Meta, 6:10 p.m.
Cincirmati at Atlanta, 6:35 p.m.
Philadelphia at Houston. 7:05 p.m.
San Frandsoo at Milwaukee, 706 p.m.
Arizona at Colorado, 6:10 p.m.
San Diego at L.A. Dodgem,9:10 p.m.
'Murders Gaines
Chicago Cubs(Harden 8-8) at N.Y.
Mole(Figueroa 2-3), 12:10 p.m.
San French=(Cain 12-4) at
Milwaukee (Gallardo 12-10). 3:10 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 13-4) at
Washington (U.Hemandez 7-9), 6:05
p.m.
Philadelphia (Blanton 9-8) at Houston
(Oswalt 8-6), 6:05 p.m.
Si. Louis(M.Boggs 2-2) at Pittsburgh
(Ohlendoi1 11-9), 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (K.Wells 0-3) at Atlanta
(Juniors 10-9). 6:10 p.m.
Arizona (D.Devis 7-11) at Colorado
(Contreras 0-0), 7:10 p.m.
San Diego (Latos 4-4) at L.A. Dodgers
(Woe 9-6). 9:10 p.m.

•Lakers

V

many keepers.
"The kid has the perfect
hniisifor a goalie and everyday
be gets better and better,"
Morris said. "They were shooting from pretty deep on us, but
we didn't worry .because Reid
can get to just about anything
from that distance. He's so
quick for his size.
"Our offense hates doing
shooting drills against him
because he stops everything.
It's pretty harsh on them."
The Lakers had several
opportunities to score in the
first half, perhaps the best of
which came on a free kick in
the box in the 26th minute.
Blake Maness took the shot, but
it was deflected and cleared by
the Eagle line.
Calloway didn't have as
much luck against the closerange free kick. Graves scored
its first goal on a free kick in
the Laker box that snuck
through a line of Lakers.
Four minutes later, the
Eagles struck again on a cross
into the box. McDaniel came
out to collect the ball, but it was
booted past him and into the
net.
In addition to the loss the
Lakers suffered on the scoreboard, they'll also be without
starting forward Jared Shankle
for an estimated three weeks.
Shankle, a junior, went down
with a 3rd-degree ankle sprain
in the first half, forcing Morris
to go with an even younger
lineup.
"He's a big player on our
offense, a pure forward,"
Morris said of Shankle. "But
these young guys are going to
have to play bigger roles. I
don't think we'll lose a big
step. We'll lose a little bit goalscoring wise with Shankle
gone, but defensively, these
guys will work hard and they're
hungry."
Graves County evened its
record at 2-2-1 with the victory.
The Eagles lost 10 seniors from
last year's successful run, nine
of which were starters.
Eagles coach Paul Ohyango
said the goal Thursday was to
wear down the Laker; early and
captalize late.
"I think we were moving the
ball really well in the first halt
and it sort of wore them out,"
he said. "We came out in the
second half, really wanted a
goal, and got a couple."
The Lakers return to action
Wednesday when they host
Reidland at 7 p.m.
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The Calloway County Sheriff's Office will offer at
highest bid the following items: Pursuant to an
execution order to dispoee of property seized to satisfy•judgment to recover monies owed:
Approximately 10 -13 Vehicles
3 Ford Crown Vies
1 Daewoo Nubria
1 Dodge Transport Van
5-8 Forfeited Vehicles
2 Four wheeled ATV'.
Variou. other items
The sale will take plus on Friday September 11,
2009 promptly at 4:00pm at Sycamore Street
Extended & Shelter Lane. All property is sold as is
and with no guarantees or warranty. The Calloway
County Sheriff". Office reserves the right to accept
or ridge any end all bids, waive technicalities, or to
re-advertise.

4Y

For a complete list of items to be sold or for
questions about the sale contact the Sheriff's
Office at 270-783-3151.

10 p.m.

Sale will be conducted by Dan Miller Auctioneer

, 6:05

NOTICE
Murray Electric System
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Cable Customers
Effective on bills issued after October
1, 2009. Murray Electric System will
increase our Basic Cable by $3.00 per
month due to elevated programming
costs.
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BAR-B-0
SATURDAY
Kritters Bar-B-C1
At Farmers Market at
the
Fairgrounds.
Pulled pork shoulder &
chicken quarters.
NO110E
Advertieers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported immedistlely so convictions can
be made.
l'1 \\\ 11
I \II II

\

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
risk.
their
own
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
&
Ledger
Murray
limes, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility wtiatsoever for their activities.
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LOOKING for room
mate near the lake.
$125 month.
270-293-4234.
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MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3655

2000 SHXRDPF11 SALE

morn ocr twr KfC

Brandon
(270)3411-4413

an& km&
LOST: Small brindle
female dog. Last seen
on Sycamore Street,
wearing a pink collar.
Child's pet. REWARD.
270-970-1357.
LOST: Solid black long
hair female cat 11 yrs.
old. Last seen 8-25 on
Carol Drive. Name Is
Abbie, no collar & is
declawed. Please call
Kelly at 753-8940 or
227-5537.

2 Sales Reps needed:
Inside phone sales,
salary & comniission.
Resume to: Peco, PO
Box 363, Murray, KY
CDL Drivers Wanted.
Looking for serious
individuals who are
able to follow policies
and procedures to
support organization's
goals and values.
Must have dedication
to work hard and be
committed to customer service. Some
holiday work is
required. Good pay.
401K plan and insurance are available.
Individual will be
required to pass DOT
physical and random
drug screening. Must
have a clean MVF1
and good driving
record. Serious individuals should stop by
our office and fill out
an application at: 414
Jimtown Road,
Mayfield, KY.
NATIONWIDE distributor has a local Forklift,
Order Filler opening,
Drug testing & criminal
check
background
required Competitive
wages and benefits.
High school or GED
Able to lift 601bs
Positive attitude, team
players only Send
resume to Forklift PO
Box 628. Murray. KY
42071
LOOKING for
hairdresser in new
hair salon Call at 7535042 or 978-0177

Britthaven of Benton currently taking
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed In the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to: GA programs to include infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.
Apply In person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 klek1 Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42026.
No phone calls please.
E0E/AAL

DIRECT CHILD EVALUATION SPECIAUST:
Full time position with regular but flexible 40
hour week schedule. Primarily saws children
referred to First Steps Program. Also may provide community services and perform miscellaneous duties. Must have either a Masters
Degree with 2 years experience or a Bachelors
Degree with 4 years experience outside First
Steps Programs and currently approved as a
KY First Steps Developmental Evaluator. Must
have a valid Kentucky Drivers License; and be
able to pass certain background checks.
Minimum salary: $13.28 per hour, but higher if
the candidate has relevant experience. SEND
RESUME TO: Anne Thurman, Vice President
for Human Resources. Four River Behavioral
Health. 425 Broadway, Suk• 201 Paducah,KY
42001. OCien Until
EOE.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-8004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sportksg
Goods,519 S. 121h,
Murray.
G000 used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboargi & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows.
etc.753-4109

Job descriptions available at Habitat
Office- 424 South lith St - Mayfield
Deadline for applications is
September 21, 2009
COMMUNITY Youth
Services is now hiring
for part -time/PRN
youth workers to work
In our residential treatment facilities in the
Calloway, Graves and
McCracken
County
areas.
Candidates
must be dependable
and a caring individual
to provide behavior
management to at risk
Candidates
teens.
must have reliablt,
transportation_
Minimum
Requirements: High
School diploma/GED,
1 year experience in
childcare, 21 years of
age. Candidates must
be able to pass all
background checks.
Applications are to be
submitted online at
For
Fiescare.corn.
instructions and directions on filling out the
application
online
please call 270-5278388. Deadline for
applications
Is
September 14, 2009.
E0E/M/F/DN

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"hclp wanted" section
on our climifieds
webpagc at
murrayledger.com.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local iob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
toh listings Thank you

FAST Track Auction is
now hiring for Murray,
Ky Facility Need two
people full time $8-10
hr to start Computer
& forklift skills Call
513-240-2600 for interview

FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a pan-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
locoed*0charterinternet.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00Pli.
No phone cells.
Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
open class begins on
Sept 12, 2000.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledentaI.co
m or call our office
270-442-0258
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

7 night 1 or 2BR condo
anywhere in the world.
$299-399. 753-4801.
APPLES. Old Murray
Paris Rd. Eldridge
753-2579
CUSTOM made Ecru
drapes, 84x54" for 2
windows. 3 windows
84"x74', $30 per window. 759-4023
GE, 30" Built-in double
oven, Jenn Air, 30'
Stainless Steel Cook
top, Hotpoint DoubleDoor
Refrigerator,
Kenmore Ultra Wash II
dishwasher,
microwave and ceiling
fans. 753-5447.
IMPRESSIVE, large
mounted, authentic
buffalo head. Paid
$1.600. Will take best
offer. 438-5400.
MATCHING blue sofa,
love-seat & recliner
$250. Recliner $75,
coffee-tables & 2 end
tables $75, refrigerator
$100, dryer $75,
futon-bed 630, 4wheeler $450,
veeedeater $30. Cali
753-3297 after 2pm
Tru,

MF 165, excellent con
dition, good tires, new
engine. $5,800.
293-8739.
Hams For tie

"2BR,28A 18x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenteice
SAP Full refurbishment Just complete.
$29,900.
•4BR, 2RA 28x80
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-841. $42.900.
270-791-9792.
FS80 313R, 28A 2004
16x80 Clayton, must
move. $15,000. 5609
Wadosboro Rd. S.
Hardin.
293-5916,
703-2477, 705-1978.

15X70,28R,28A,total
electric in Hardin,
$495. 270-703-4768
2 BR,$250 month,
$250 deposit, 1 year
lease, KY Lake
436-6290

1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days
753-9898
1 BR apt. clean and
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-6906.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1,2&3 Bedroom.
753-0808
185 Cambridge Dr.
3B-28, all appl.
$650/mo.+deposit.
293-6788

DADDY'S

TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Call Terre11

753-9075
270 227-2193
WOLFF
System
Sunquest Pro 24HRS
suntan bed $400 firm,
mint condition
Call-753-0343

LARGE
SELECTION
IISED

APPLIANC IES

WARD ELKINS
HOUSECLEANING
270 293 5806

Cub Cadet mower
Model # 1782 60 in
deck. Kabota dies.
motor, 1,189 hours.
1969 Cub Cadet model
1181 18hp Kohler
motor, 50 In. deck,
needs drive shaft.
226-3693.

1988
Fleetwood
14x70, 2BR, 2BA,
newly
remodeled.
$7,500 obo. Must be
moved. 270-293-0472.

RECEPTIONIST
needed for Murray
doctor's office. Full
time
employment.
Computer
skills
required. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040 L

CLEANING
House, Apt.. Church,
Office. (731)498-8415

&Gram

1906 fixer-up mobile
tx:ime 18x70, 2 BR, 2
BA, must be moved.
$2,800 Obo. 227-9813
or 293-8122.

Habitat for Humanity in Mayfield
Graves County Ky. has an.opening
for a part time executive director.
BA. Non-profit management Impedance,
successful fund raising and volunteer
recruitment, and a commitment to improving
the living conditions of low Income famkies.
submit resume to mfgchfh0aolcom
or P.O. Box 41, Mayfield KY 42066.

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed interiors
603 Main St.
753-6381

(270) 153-1113

2, 3BR
available.
Various
locations
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/H/A.
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
28R, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included. $550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St
753-9479 ask
for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 after 5:00pm.

•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets.
-Small 2BR mobile
home in AIM°. No
Pots.
753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
ARCHITECT designed
townhome. 2BR loft,
1.58A, covered
parking, appliances
including
washer/dryer, No pets.
$850/month,
$500/deposit, first
month free.
1401 Diuguid.
270-293-3904.

Properly /14wrgarrarra, LW

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Beautiful 28R, 2.5BA.
large LA each BR has
it's own rivate bath,
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outside storage, w/d
hook-up.
752-0201

IMPIsrap Raab

PREMIER
MIRISTORAGE

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6286
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F _

DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances.
7679044.
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
truth furnished, no
pets.759-4896,
293-4600

•inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-8058

I

\
\l It
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JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
724 S. 4111 ST.

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.

Cur iii21S. &Gime*.

103114 125 10115 $49
(270)436-2524
(279)293-65106

4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building Ni Downtown
Murray. For more
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at SBG Real Property
Professionals at 270753-9999 x111.

R

ies Far Rent

1BR,
ref/stove/w/d
near hospital, quiet/pri
vete, off-street parking
No pets. Smoke-free
$425/mo. 753-8585
227-8585
24 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR brick, fenced,
storage, double drive.
carport,
hardwood
floors, dean, $675/mo.
no pets. Call 293-6070
38R very nice, carport.
hardwood floors. Also
4BR. 28A. Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA. dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer,
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, beautiful
hardwood/tile. 270761-1317.

GET INTO

:TET GAME
I

Subscribe for all your hometown football action' 1.
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
(Camay)
3ao.
3 ate.
Svc00
6 se.
1 yr..--0105.00 'as.--$63-N
lye. -..S1111.1111

ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Vitt

iwbh

Rest of KyrrN

AN Other 1MM
Subseriptisat
3 me.---$711311 3no ----VS-ft
'a..--MN 6_s.
yr.--$1211.00 1 yr...-....—...0145.00
1Purism

Check

Beelemwo

Money Order

Viola

M/C

Na11,1.
I St Address_
I .
( ity

11 State
I

Zip

Davi low Ph
•
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or all 12701 753-1916
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Ted MN
FOR lease 48x40
metal buNding, 12th.
*ails, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 408
Sunbury
Circle,
Murray. Call
J270-438-2935
r4E1'AIL Store In
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus NO SF porch.
Realty nioel
$750.00hhonth.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,.. 700 sq.ft.
753-0808

AKC miniature, long
haired
Dachshund,
black & tan. $200.
4374183
DOG()bedews.
(270)43446611.

HAY- Hybrid Ilemude
grass. Round, bate
$36es..
k
iwis
$426..

tOCALLY grown profrikirn hay:Available at
all times. Alfalfa,
mixes, grass, grass
rhixes. Square and
(pund bales. Some
wrapped. HO protein,
tDN. Students & truckers welcome. 270-7338848 before 9:00pm

YARD SALE
121 N. AT STELLA, LAWSON RD.
SATURDAY 9:004
Pink depression glass, old crocks,
antique bowl & pitcher, egg baskets,
crank telephone, old dishes,couch,
loveseat, kitchen table, rol away bed,
collection of beanie babies wi tags,
porcelain dolls, Casio keyboards, play
pion, FP kitchen, Winnie the Pooh crib
set, pictures, mobile.
HUGE YARD SALE
31 ASTER DRIVE
LYNNWOOD ESTATES
FRI & SAT
SEPT.4th &
Guns, knives, fishing equip., took, name
brand clothes, Ambarcrombie, American
Eagle, Be Be, dinette set & buffet, antique
toys. T.V.'s, weight bench, movies, games,
bicycles, home decor.

WIDE HUGE YARD SALE
104 N 15TH
RED OM ACROSS
FROM M,/SPARKS HALL
SATURDAY & MONDAY.
700-200
items from an estate, pens, dishes,
women's clothing, Jewelry, vintage items,
golf dubs and mom.
YARD SALE
103 RISIMAN OR.
ME,290,.0 ml.
loft TVs, tight
Mow
SAT 71104:00

2204
ED11411110ROUGH
SATURDAY

Household Name,
12ft pool & woes.,
TV, comp. screw,
MoD,toys, alder
Nome, lots of misc.

1109-?
Don't miss till

YARD SALE
2464
BETHEL RD
SATURDAY
7A119-12P61

Movies, Baby Items,
books, LOTS of
scrapbooking NM,
men, women &
children's deem,
kitchen accessories
and much much

1616 SUNSET
DRIVE
SATURDAY
7:30-1:00
Men's & women's
clothes, bags.

..101kttie

pumas. Whim
Moms. dew.

AMASS SALE
170$ JOHNSON
BLVD.OM
DORAN
SATURDAY
7:30-12:00
Baby gear, toys,
housewares,

YARD SALE
YARD SALE

206 A N. 13TH ST.

13011

SATURDAY

IURKWOOD DR
SATURDAY

71X1-10:00
Scrapbooldrig
Items, furniture,

Men's, women's
& baby girl
clothes, books,
baby stuff, toys
and much more

Men & women's
dothin spple decor,
home decor, Nascar
Norm, tradng cards,
jewelry, CD's,
%extern &loll
of misc.

MOVING SALE
722 RUSSELL
DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
&00400
Household items,
3 metal toolboxes,
32* HD TV, furniture. red kit MG
convertible.

clothk1g, new
coffee mugs,
cash register,

YARD SALE
93 WEST GROVE
DR.94 W PAST
7113, WATCH FOR
SIGNS
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Video games, CD
players, clothes,
car speaker s,
misc. Items.

95 Ford Taurus.
lamps, 200 amp meter
pole, bicycle, childs
rocking horse. toys it
elliptical, lots of other
items

YARD SALE
211 WEST DR.
SATURDAY

3 acre lot. Brooks
Chapel & Finley Rd.
Rat, small pond, good
building tot. $18,000.
270-227-2336

brick
house located on
121N.
beside
Coldwater
Baptist
Church. It has a total of
1,854 sq.ft. Plus N sets
on approx. 1 1/4 acres.
It has its own well and
a paved driveway.
Asking $115,000.
270-227-1397,
270-489-2897.
38R. 20)120' privacy
deck, 404 N. Cherry
St.
Asking-619,500.
293-4647
FSBO 38R. IBA, 1.2
acres, 24x30 separate
garage wired. 5809
Wadesboro Rd. S.,
Hardin. As is. 2935916. 703-2477 or
706-1978.
New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/3BR, 28A,2-car
garage, hilltop acre,
gas & water. 1/2 murray. $142,000. 270519-8570

YARD SALE
2113
EDINBOROUGH
SAT

lido Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
CerPerlfrY
•Remodelkig
Screened Porches
•Garegros
•Wrriar & Tenrilts
Debugs
•Oedcs
offorrie/ Mobile Home
Repair
438-8517
22/-0557
753-2363
ALL Camenay
•Remocieeng
•Additions
•Dadts
*Porches
•Pois Barns
•Laminate Floors

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Corns - First Serve
Pl000• No Phone Calls

State laws forbid dricriminahon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to th000 protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly wept.any
advertising Inc real estate whi6
ii not in viol/inn of die kw All
are
alnid
sesilable on in equal opportvMity Mal
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Fa further arsistanot with Fa
Housing Advertising rearia
moon, mad NM Courted
Rae r Mao (7(13) s411-1011

VOICE studio °plinths;
Sept 14th. Please caN
Medea Erickson at
293-125e.

FREE kitten, 9wks.
old, litter box trained.
270-345-2799,
293-3737.

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2582, 227-0207

Fa all you roofing,
vinyl, meal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8158.

FREE
11111/.;16.1/Li=

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

(270070-2111
NADEAU ROOPING
& CONSTRUCTION

Hill Zlectric
Since 1986
21 moue maws
Res., Corn.,& led.
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
ers, lunk
981118116,
& tree wort.

USED TIRES

2002 Hyundai OT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes, new
tires, 140k mass
$4,495.
(270)474-0403

‘lt

/'N.I

it08 7

BNB HOUSE
CLEANING sarivicE
The deepest clean
around! Call for
free estimate
(o15)69442N
(270)970-7M

L(2

Cull 753-5606

2001 Chevy Blazer,
white, 4-door, leather
seats, sun-roof, excellent condition, $5,000.
753-0195 or 227-0800
1989 Full size Ford
Bronco 104k-miles,
$2,300 obo. 978-8181.

mim

HOME HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
-Repairs •Decks
•Bathtubs
No jobs too small!
70)5194166

Too many ROMs

t
Decorating items,
all sizes clothes,
exercise
equipment &
more sluff

Currom ikaumaire
4.mnd-dewing
tUridertrushing +axle
flakes eolalsneeye
Free EOM*,
Greg Renew
263-0871

'Mobile Home-Repair
•Floof-Overs
•Underpinning
Larry Nimrno

700400

Money Logo.k Timm Fair
Houle* Act Notice
All real elate advertised herein
is sullied to the Federal Fair
Homing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any reference, limitation or discrumnalion based on ,raoe, coke, riban,msex. lendiroxifiaxmthsl staneliceal
tion to male aly such
"
prurerenoes, limitations or dismnutiaHon

731-247-5422
278-293-2643

MR.
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•

HUGE
MOVING SALE
1602
JOHNSON BLVD.
SATURDAY
7:04?
50+ yeals of everything. Kitchen items,
baskets, linens,
appliances, books,
clothes, hkiden
treasure

wri Do Insurance Wait
VIN a
Ced /caned

•-nis

Arb Pols

10 mention.

Tee Done* R3ors
Brace & Fbor Joie
lismoisling I Plumbing

THE More/ Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies nundoned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Tines, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

3811. 1.68A,

SATURDAY &
MOMMY

Dolts Nome
hoprevient
IIC

PROCRAFT Bess boat
with 86hp Johnson
motor, trolling motor,
dope finder, etre on
trailer, Ilk jackals all In
excellent condition.
$2500. Cal 227-2973
1972 Buddy aluminum
boat, 14th, trolling
motor, battery. localor,
bass mats,
trailer, Ideal for watersheds/ponds. $700
obo. 978-6181

9407 ST RT 121 N

Men and women
clothing and
shoes, recliner,
star wars figures
still in boxes, electric guitar, fur coat,
Mc.

(270)4311-22211

6100N MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with evadable
prices. CM Denial
Cr/0)876-MS

Mips

YARD SALE

Lois of stuff.

BRUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL**
$60 off painting of
2 roams
•Painting •Fix-N's
•Repairs•Decks
pressure washed
& stained

NIL.

2001
Kawasaid
Concours 1000, low
mileage, saddle bags,
excellent condition.
Asking $2,500.
270-752-0500
'

4 FAMILY
YARD BALE
1461
BURKEEN RD
Off Hwy SO, last
house on left
THURS, FRI & SAT
7:00-4:30

Labor Day
Weekend Sale
LAKEFRONT LOT
vd Dock Built
Olef MAO
(was 11124.1100)
SAVE OMNI
Spectacular lekekont
lot w/ boat dock
already buff on
taixdous Kentucky
Lake. a 180,000 acre
recreational paradise.
Paved rd w/ udb &
new survey. Excellent
Ilnancing. Must mei
Call now 1-800-7043154 itairiLledditt
MUM

clothes.

MOM

07 Mercury Mariner,
sunroof,
heated
leather, $9,599.
04 Nissan Murano SL
reed, $11,999
06 New Sentra 1.83
$6.895
06 Nissan Mime 3.51..
$7,495
01 Chevy Malibu LS
64,899
04 Pontiac
Grand
Pet, OT,80K $7.499
01 Ford crew cab 04
$9.299
95 Chevy 2500 4x4 ex.
cab, $8,500
95 Chevy Mazer,
121K,$3,199
06 Chevy Equinox LS
WNW
Wort pietism/dead
www.cionotorsky.ocon
We trade
C&K Motors
(270)705-5973 anytime

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

E•MIMILi
YARD SALE
1006 WESTGATE
CIRCLE
SATURDAY
7-2

NE.

Ted kb

[
6111670nii
2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1006 FAIRUIME
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
710-7
Iless„*ANC*se
were. exordia equipmse, wastern hems
decor, welds Om*
lure beet Move,
Meisel*fawn.
oddstends.
-

Murray Ledger & Times

ANDFIUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
InstaNation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. 9780404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8728 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work Homo: 731-2475369 or Cell: 731-2345933

JOSEPH HONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick block
stone.
564-6158
210-5324

\I

\l 10 mmli•

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 20 years. Tree
service also. Call Don,
Murray area.
519-8570

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of Sept. 8-11 have been
released by Pat Lane, Calloway director, and Mallory Cathey,
Murray director. Schools will not be in session Sept. 7 in observance of the Labor Day holiday. Menus, subject to occasional
changes, based on availability of food, are as follows;
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Pmeohool and Uttle Laker Hebour - Breakfast - Tuesday
- 1/2 peanut butter and jelly sandwich, milk; Wednesday cheese, crackers; Thursday - apple, milk; Friday - animal crackers, milk; Breakfast - Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy, juice,
milk; Wednesday - breakfast pizza, mixed fruit, milk; Thursday
- French toast sticks w/syrup, peaches, milk; Fri*" - cereal.
poptarL Juice, milk; Lunch - Tuesday - cheese pizza, whole kernel corn, Wooed salad w/dressing, milk; Wednesday. mini corn
dogs, green peas, coke slaw, milk; Thursday - pork roast,
creamed potatoes, green beans, roll, milk; Friday - ham &
cheese pizza, baked beans, orange, milk.
Elementariee - Snacks - Tuesday - apple, graham crackers,
milk; Wednesday - Nacho chips, salsa, mac; Thursday - cereal, milk; Friday - cheese, crackers, milk. Breakfast (cereal, toast,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Theeday - pancake
& sausage on stick w/syrup; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Thursday - French toast sticks w/syrup; Fridley - breakfast pizza. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit chef salads
and milk offered daily) Tuesday - pizza, taco burger, yogurt &
animal crackers; Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, pimento
cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - cheesy
crispito, BBO sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Friday - chicken quesadilla, hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Tuesday - sausage
biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit w/sausag
e
gravy; Friday - steak biscuit. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit,
chef salads, pizza and milk offered daily) Tuesday - chili cheese
fries, grilled chicken sandwich, ham & cheese sandwich; Wednesday - pizzaghetti, Chuckwagon sandwich, submarine sandwich;
Thursday - taco salad w/Mexican cornbread, hot ham & Swiss,
turkey & cheese sandwich; Friday - BBO ribete what
hamburger, peanut butter & jelly sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast Pop
tans,
fresh fruit and milk offered daily) Tuesday - bacon &
pancakes
w/syrup; Wednesday - breakfast taco; Thursday - biscuit
w/sausage
gravy; Friday - pancakes & sausage on stick w/syrup.
Luise&
(chef salads, fresh fruit, vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburg
ers, pizza and milk offered daily) Tisesday - lasagna,
Texas
toast, hot ham & cheese sandwich; Wedneidisy
- Super
Nachos, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - BBO sandwich
,
peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Friday - chicken nuggets,
roll,
hamburger.
MURRAY CITY
Murray PreechooUHeed Start - Lunch - Tuesday chicken
sandwich, green peas, fruit; Wednesday - chicken tetrazini,
green
beans, fruit, rolls; Thursday - fish sandwich, white beans,
diced
potatoes; Friday - cheeseburger, corn, fruit, cookie.
Elementary - Breakfast - (cereal, toast, juice served
daily)
Tkreeday - biscuit & gravy; Wednesday - waffle sticks
w/syrup;
Thursday - bruakfast bagel; Friday - Pooled. Lunch (cookikVIresh
vegetables, canned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily)
Tuesday
- pizza bites, hot dog, baked beans, oven fries;
Wednesday chicken nuggets, peanut butter & jelly sandwich, mashed
potatoes, green peas; Thursday - fish sticks, ham & cheese,
tator
tots, black-eyed peas; Friday - cheese pizza, Sloppy
Joe, corn,
carrot sticks w/dip.
Middle - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, juice served daily)
Twee
day - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday
- ham sandwieN; Friday - Danish. Lunch (cooked/
fresh vegetables, canned/frish fruit, lowfat milk served daily)
- Tuesday corn dog, chef salad, pork n beans, macaroni
and cheese,
celery/dip; Wednesday- Domino's pizza, peanut butter
& jelly
sandwich, pasta salad, vegetable mix, tossed salad;
Thursday Salisbury steak/roll, chicken patty, mashed potatoes, green
peas,
tossed salad; Friday - cheeseburger, BBO chicken,
potato salad,
baked beans, carrots/dip
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice served
Jaify) - Thaisday - hot pocket; Wednesday - pancake & sausage
on stix;
Thursday - chicken biscuit; Friday- French toast
s6x. Lunch
- (cooked/fresh vegetables, canned/fresh fruit, lowlat
milk
daily) Tuesday - taco salad bar, stuff crust pizza, potato served
wedges,
lettuce & tomato cup; Wednesday - chicken
tetrazzini chef
salad, green beans, baked peaches, roll; Thursday
pizza, tomato stuffed w/tuna or chicken salad, buttered Domino's
potatoes,
3 bean salad; Friday - crispito w/Nacho cheese,
R. long hot
cloth Mexican corm curly trim cookie.

